
“‘I’ve read many books,’ said Professor Mephesto, with an odd finality, 
wearily flattening his hands on the podium, addressing the seventy-six 
sophomores who sat in easy reverence, immortalizing his every phrase 
with their pads and pens, and now, as always, giving him the confidence 
to slowly, artfully dramatize his words, to pause, shrug, frown, gaze 
abstractly at the ceiling, allow a wan wistful smile to play at his lips, and 
repeat quietly, ‘many books … ’ ”

Yet the more I listened to Davis’s music, the more his approach started to 
influence my writing style. His solos in “Diane” and “It Could Happen 
to You” show how measured, uncluttered phrasing increases rather than 
decreases the impact. Unlike so much fat-cat prose, Davis’s solos didn’t divert 
from their emotional center by wowing the audience with speed and facility. 
With less distraction, the force of his music landed more squarely on me.

I started to experiment with economy as a form, hanging fewer phrases and 
images on the white walls of my essays. I also began to seek out writers who 
utilized this sparse style. Take Abigail Thomas. In her career, Thomas has 
distinguished herself, in part, by her brevity. She begins her memoir “A 
Three Dog Life” with succinct, meticulous bursts:

“This is the one thing that stays the same: my husband got hurt. 
Everything else changes. A grandson needs me and then he doesn’t. 
My children are close then one drifts away. I smoke and don’t smoke; I 
knit ponchos, then hats, shawls, hats again, stop knitting, start up again. 
The clock ticks, the seasons shift, the night sky rearranges itself, but my 
husband remains constant, his injuries are permanent.”

Like Davis’s trumpet, Thomas’s short sentences create mood. Structurally, 
she spins an ingenious centrifuge to take readers through the whirlwind of 
her confusion and despair. Beginning with blunt declarations, she builds 
momentum with a list and then uses commas to amplify the pace and tension, 
creating turbulent whitecaps on the flat, sullen surface of her introductory 
statement.

Davis’s saxophonist Cannonball Adderley once described him as “the type 
of soloist who implies a lot of things.” What is left unsaid colors much of 
Tony Earley’s book “Somehow Form a Family.” To describe his poor family’s 
character Earley chooses basic, unadorned details: “Our clothes were clean. 
My parents worked. We went to church. Easter mornings, Mama stood us 
in front of the yellowbell bush and took our picture.” I don’t know what 
a yellowbell bush is, but I know that these people are upstanding, proud, 
independent, tight-knit, without the writer’s spelling it out.

Some of Raymond Carver’s best writing also operates in the realm of 
suggestion. Describing his father’s 1934 departure from Arkansas in search of 
work, Carver wrote: “I don’t know whether he was pursuing a dream when 
he went out to Washington. I doubt it. I don’t think he dreamed much.” The 
impact of these short sentences stems less from mood or tension as bluntness. 
His brevity registers as acceptance, a pragmatic, maybe even disappointing, 
shrug at life’s deprivations: It’s unfortunate, but that’s how Dad was. At least, 
that’s how I interpret the passage. It’s also how suggestion works. Brevity 
often invites speculation and facilitates a dynamic interaction between reader 
and writing.

Listening to Davis taught me these things. He also underscored the value of 
experimentation and reinvention, the fact that it was all right to change, to 
try new styles, even when evolution meant abandoning your old comfortable 
routines, or worse, forsaking peoples’ favorites. Even though I don’t 
particularly like the musical directions he took later in life, I admire his need 
to explore, to test the limits of his form and himself. “The way you change 
and help music,” Davis said, “is by trying to invent new ways to play.” Every 
day I sit down at the computer, I try to remember that.

If Miles Davis’s midcentury trumpet solos can be described by a single 
phrase, it might be “doing more with less.” Despite his renown, Davis wasn’t 
a flashy or highly technical player during the late 1950s and early ’60s. He 
was melodic and economical, and his approach can teach prose writers a lot 
about the power of concision, suggestion and space.

It’s difficult to characterize music in simple, sweeping terms. Davis explored 
numerous styles in a catalog that spanned decades; change defined him as 
much as his Harmon mute. But in the 1950s he started moving away from 
the early bebop of his mentor and band mate Charlie Parker to explore a 
leaner sound. Rather than squeezing as many notes and changes into solos 
as possible, Davis dispensed with clutter and ornamentation and pared his 
mode of expression down to one defined as much by the notes and phrases 
he played as by the silences left between them. As the critic Stanley Crouch 
once observed: “Part of his genius as a musician was that he edited what he 
heard Charlie Parker play.”

Where David Foster Wallace showed writers like me the possibilities of 
labyrinthine stories and digressions, Davis showed me how to be affecting 
without being opaque, lyrical without being verbose. Editing imbued each of 
Davis’s notes with more weight. It also let his melodic lines breathe, an effect 
that highlighted the depth and strength of his lyricism. No matter the tempo, 
Davis’s precise, deft touch produced solos whose moods ranged from buoyant 
to brooding, mournful to sweet.

Many writers fall prey to the quintessential American notion that bigger 
is better. They overload their sentences, adding more adjectives, more 
descriptions, more component phrases, tangents and appositives to form 
sprawling, syntactical centipedes (like this one) whose many segments and 
exhausting procession repeat themselves and say the same thing in different 
ways, with different words, and exhibit an entire ideology: that prose’s 
sensory and poetic impacts exist in direct proportion to the concentration of 
words. I know: I succumbed.

For many years I was impressed by flamboyant displays like the 255-word 
sentence in the journalist Marshall Frady’s essay “The South Domesticated,” 
a monument to excess held together with only three dashes.

Calvin Trillin’s sinuous, compound sentences also enchanted me. The 
problem was that when I aped Trillin’s style, I imitated only his long 
sentences, not the short ones he interspersed. This disparity gave my early 
essays a manic quality that frazzled the nerves and tired quickly.

Something about youth draws many of us to maximalism: Hunter S. 
Thompson, Jack Kerouac, Terry Southern, Tom Wolfe. Maybe the style 
— the sentences’ wildness, decadence and audacity — mirrors youth itself. 
The opening line of Southern’s novel “Candy” seemed to confirm to me that 
iconic stylists are the ones who pen mouthfuls:
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Before he became a novelist, Haruki Murakami was a jazz fan. He got into it 
when he was fifteen, after seeing 

Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers 
perform in Kobe in January 1964. 
The lineup that night was one of 
the most celebrated in the band’s 
three decades of existence, featuring 
Freddie Hubbard on trumpet, 
Curtis Fuller on trombone, Wayne 
Shorter on sax, and Cedar Walton 
on piano. “I had never heard such 
amazing music,” Murakami said. 
“I was hooked.” Ten years later, he 
postponed his university studies to 
open a jazz club in suburban Tokyo, 
naming it Peter Cat, after one of 
his pets. In 1977, he and his wife, 
Yoko, moved the club to Tokyo’s 
central Sendagaya neighborhood, 
where he wrote his first two novels, 
which led to later books whose 
titles referenced doo-wop like the 
Dells’ “Dance Dance Dance” and 
jazz tunes like Fuller’s “Five Spot 
After Dark.” The music equally in-
fluenced his writing style, which he sometimes conceived in terms of jazz rhythm, 
improvisation, and performance.

While I was planning my first trip to Japan, I decided to visit the site of the club, 
which closed in 1981. I love Murakami’s writing for many reasons, some of which 
have to do with jazz. I like how each book is different from the others. I like how 
he varies his subjects and narrative voice. I like his stories’ inherent darkness and 
their cats and quiet humor, and the way he confronts large issues, from devastating 
earthquakes to the universal devastation of abandonment. Murakami also provided 
me a window into Japanese culture and mind, which many outsiders think they 
get, though few do.

Before I left, I read After Dark. The novel takes place in the capital over the course 
of a single night. It seemed like a great entree to the Tokyo beyond the shrines and 
shopping districts — to its fringes, where you might encounter unconventional 
people, including those who commit Japan’s relatively small number of crimes. 
After Dark was also a book filled with jazz: A trombone-playing protagonist. A bar 
spinning Duke Ellington records. Frequent allusions to songs. A title borrowed 
from one of my favorite hard bop tunes. The novel got me thinking about the 
source of Murakami’s musical passions, and when I followed the trail from After 
Dark, it led back to his college years, and to Peter Cat.

Unfortunately, no one seemed to know the club’s address — not Murakami’s 
translator, Jay Rubin, nor the fan who runs Haruki Murakami Stuff. After 
comparing Google’s map of central Tokyo with a satellite shot from a Japanese 
website, I switched to street view and scanned block by block, searching for the 
corner building depicted in a photo I’d seen on the blog A Geek in Japan and 
checking off intersections on a hand-drawn map as I went. Finally, there it was: 
a drab three-story cement building. Outside, a first-floor, a restaurant had set up 
a sampuru display of plastic foods. Above it, an orange banner advertised dining 
cafe.

The first Peter Cat occupied a basement near Kokubunji Station. The club 
served coffee during the day, and drinks and food at night. On weekends, it 

hosted live jazz. In a smoky, windowless room, Murakami washed dishes, mixed 
drinks, swept, and booked musicians. When bands weren’t performing, he spun 
records from a collection of 3,000 (which has since grown to more than 10,000). 
The next Peter Cat occupied a second-floor space with windows, a grand piano, 
and enough space for a quintet. The Murakamis decorated it with cat coasters, cat 
matchbooks, and cat figurines. Business was brisk.

Before visiting the site of the club, I’d stopped at the same Shinjuku bookstore 
where Murakami had bought the paper and pen he used to write his first novel, 
purchasing for myself his nonfiction book Portrait in Jazz in Japanese. No English 
translation exists, though Italian publisher Giulio Einaudi Editore created a 
Pinterest board of the albums it mentions, and The Believer published three 
translated selections from the book in its 2008 music issue.

When I emerged from Sendagaya Station, the Tokyo Metropolitan Gymnasium 
shimmered in the sun. I made my way past apartment buildings, noodle shops, 
and a 7-11 before arriving, two and a half blocks away, at the intersection I’d seen 
online. A sign above the basement read chaco amemiya, since 1979. That fell 
within Peter Cat’s lifetime, so I went downstairs. A waitress greeted me with a 
peace sign. “Lunch, two,” she said. Staff in white uniforms were sharing a meal 
before service began. Charlie Parker played overhead. Waving my finger around 
the room, I asked her, “Haruki Murakami? Jazz club here?” After some confusion 
and explanation, she wrote “2F” on a piece of paper and said, “Haruki, no,” 
crossing her wrists in an X.

I went upstairs to the restaurant, where the scent of curry greeted me. A waitress 
came up to me, and I wrote out “Haruki Murakami” in English for her. “Oh, 
oh,” she said, “sumimasen,” and led me to a man who spoke some English. 
“Murakami?” he said. “Upstairs. But he is gone now.” He sat me down. “Have 
you had lunch?” He introduced himself as Tatsuya Mine and said he was a 
freelance photographer. Another restaurant, Jamaica Udon, occupied the second 
floor now, but it was closed for remodeling. Tatsuya and the cook exchanged 
words and laughed. Then the cook suggested a bookstore down the street where 
Murakami used to shop.

Tatsuya and I went down the street and entered Book House You, where an 
elderly man sat behind the register. After introducing himself as Tasuku Saito, he 
stood up, peeled off his glasses, and laid a few photocopies on the counter. One 
showed a signature that the author had given to Saito, who had then photocopied 
and pasted it onto the transcription of an anecdote about the bookstore that 
Murakami had told during a lecture.

A boy came into the store and asked Saito for Horn of the Deer. The owner didn’t 
know the book, so he asked the boy some questions, and they figured out that 
he wanted Eye of the Rabbit. Then Saito pulled out two more artifacts from his 
collection: a DVD case labeled Dinner with Murakami and a book containing 
pages Murakami had written about the Hatonomori (Pigeon Forest) shrine 
across the street. Tatsuya couldn’t translate much of what Saito was saying, so we 
agreed to return two days later.

When we came back, this time with Tatsuya’s friend Yasu along to interpret, 
Saito recounted his experiences with Murakami. “Mostly his wife shopped here,” 
he said with a laugh. “He just followed along. He bought more magazines than 
books.” After the Murakamis opened Peter Cat, they invited their neighbors 
to visit. Saito went once and enjoyed it, but he could tell that it was a place 
for enthusiasts; many of the staff went on to careers in music. People in the 
neighborhood thought, based on Murakami’s record collection, that he was more 
likely to succeed in music than in literature, though Saito recalled that the author 
would walk around the neighborhood, strolling and taking notes.

Now that he could make himself understood, Saito didn’t want to stop talking 
Murakami. He fetched an untranslated essay collection called Murakami Asahi-
do from the shelves, describing a piece about Murakami’s barber, whose shop 
was next to the bookstore. I bought a copy, adding to my collection of books I 
couldn’t read.

After we left, Tatsuya took Yasu and me to a corner shop where we sat outside 
and drank tea. Tatsuya’s friend owned it. They played in a band together. 
Bicyclists peddled by as people said prayers at the Hatonomori shrine on the 
opposite corner. Yasu lived a few miles away but hadn’t spent much time in 
Sendagaya. “It’s very nice,” he said. I asked Tatsuya the name of the street we 
were on. He pointed at the pavement. “This street? No name.” He smirked as 
if acknowledging some mystery. “We Japanese don’t name streets. We call it 
Station Street.” He stared 
north toward the station, 
in the direction I would 
eventually go.

In Murakami’s novel 
Dance Dance Dance, the 
unnamed protagonist 
leaves a movie in Tokyo’s 
Shibuya district and takes 
a long walk. “I walked, 
through the swarming 
crowds of school kids,” he 
says, “to Harajuku. Then 
to Sendagaya, past the 
stadium, across Aoyama Boulevard toward the cemetery and over to the Nezu 
Museum. I passed Café Figaro and then Kinokuniya and then the Jintan Building 
back toward Shibuya Station.” The area had left an impression on Murakami, 
as he had on it. And on me, though I was only passing through. But I did have 
Murakami Asahi-do, with its colorful illustrated cover and its essay about the 
Sendagaya barbershop — an impenetrable text I might never absorb.

The book fit in the palm of my hand. Tatsuya saw me flipping through it and 
laughed. “It’s upside down,” he said. It was backwards, too.

Nothing is Strange A Trip to Murakami’s Jazz Club
by aaron gilbreath

http://harpers.org/blog/2014/02/nothing-is-strange/
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All The Requisite Billies: 
The Untold Legend of Dex Romweber

When a Nashville journalist asked Dex Romweber about a new song the guitarist 
had recorded, Dex told him, “It’s a kind of a dark, sort of hillbilly blues…
folkie, rock & roll thing. It’s hard for me to describe. You’ll just have to hear 
it.” Dex’s music mixes so many elements that even he has trouble describing it. 
What you hear when you listen to it, though, is a veritable who’s-who of rock 
music’s Southern progenitors: Gene Vincent, Carl Perkins, Elvis Presley, Link 
Wray, Buddy Holly, Little Richard. Throw in some Duke Ellington, Hasil 
Adkins, Django Reinhardt, Dick Dale, and The Cramps, and you’ve got a list of 
ingredients that still doesn’t give a full sense of what Dex sounds like. 

In underground music circles, Dex is a legend. During the late ’80s and ’90s, 
he fronted North Carolina’s fabled Flat Duo Jets. They were a raw, influential 
two-piece who blended surf, rockabilly, Blues, hillbilly, garage, and country into a 
savage, one-of-a-kind slurry that paved the way for twenty-first century roots-rock 
duos such as The Black Keys and The White Stripes.

Now, he and his sister Sara make up the Dex Romweber Duo. She plays drums 
with the force of a tornado. He writes the songs, sings, and plays guitar. Due to 
the relative simplicity of this and Flat Duo’s arrangement, many people call Dex’s 
music “straight” rock & roll, or “authentic” and “stripped-down.” No bass. No 
keyboard. No backup singers. Just Dex on a cheap, aging Silvertone run through 
a medium-size amp, backed by drums. He doesn’t even use effects pedals, only 
drapes a microphone over his amp.

Rockabilly, hillbilly, and surf undoubtedly provide the basic components to Dex’s 
music, but the overall effect could be called an amalgam of all the requisite, 
sub-genre billies: gothabilly for its frequent dark, haunting, melancholic qualities; 
surfabilly for his guitar tone and instrumental compositions; trashabilly for the 
occasional B-movie themed lyrics and loose, garage feel; and, of course, rockabilly 
for the dynamic chugalugging rhythm. (I used to call his music “Dexabilly”—then 
in 2006 he released the album Piano, which consisted of thirteen original classical 
piano compositions in the style of Chopin, and I had to rethink the suffix –billy.)
Born in Indiana in 1966, John Michael Dexter Romweber has spent most of his 
life in and around Chapel Hill. His mother played piano. Two of his six older 
siblings played in bands, and he formed his first, called Crash Landon and The 
Kamikazes, at age eleven. When he met a drummer named Chris “Crow” Smith 
in high school, they started jamming together, learning songs they pulled from 
the Romweber family’s enormous collection of 1950s records. They dubbed 
themselves Flat Duo Jets, and Dex moved into a detached garage in his parents’ 
backyard. He and Crow nicknamed it The Moz, short for mausoleum, and 
decorated it like The Addams Family’s house. You can see it for yourself. By which 
I mean you have to see this footage.

[embedded youtube.com video entitled “flat duo jets”]

MTV filmed a short segment about the Jets for the show “The Cutting Edge,” 
and in it, The Moz more closely resembles a haunted house than any domestic 
structure. The front door frame is cocked sideways. Vines stripe the dirty white 
walls. Boulders and cement pylons fill the yard, and the interior is as dark as a 
cave. When the MTV crew goes in, their camera provides the main source of 
illumination. A beam shoots through the subterranean darkness like light from a 
spelunker’s headlamp. Towers of junk stand in the room’s center—tables, chairs, 
ironwork—though you can’t tell how much for sure. There appears to be a tree in 
there too. In one shot you see Crow sitting in front of a table made from a coffin 
that they found in the woods by the railroad tracks. The coffin’s covered with 
cigarette butts and beer cans.

Initially, Flat Duo Jets was only a duo because no one else was around to play, but 
soon the arrangement produced such a fluid, intuitive interplay between Dex and 
Crow that theirs became a seemingly telepathic relationship. They recorded their 
first album live in 1985. A tiny independent released it on cassette. They recorded 
songs at home and in local studios. They recorded other songs in weird places to 
experiment with acoustics. On the album Safari, a janitor kicks Dex out of Chapel 
Hill’s Morehead Planetarium bathroom while he’s playing “The Lonesome Road.” 

They performed around North Carolina’s Research Triangle and in hip, youthful 
spots like Athens, Georgia, and their raucous music attracted as much attention as 
Dex’s wild stage presence. His face contorted and his eyes rolled back in his head. 
He frothed, jogged in place, and swung his body as if temporarily freed from the 
pull of gravity. People thought he was possessed, but everyone from R.E.M to the 
B-52’s took notice.

[embedded youtube.com video entitled “flat duo jets - crazy hazy kisses”]

In it, the Jets play a show in winter on a frat house’s porch. A bit more footage is 
now available in the documentary Dexter Romweber: Two Headed Cow. Director 
Tony Gayton filmed the band on tour in the early ’90s, but, due to various 
unforeseen problems, had to abandon the project until now. Gayton never found 
a commercial distributor; he released the documentary on his own label, and 
although it makes a strong case for Dex’s genius, it contains far less concert footage 
than many fans would like. 

Dex has always worn his influences on his sleeve. He covers Ronnie Allen’s 
“Juvenile Delinquent” on Safari, does a blazing live rendition of The Collins Kids’s 
“Hoy Hoy Hoy” on Two Headed Cow, and on Go Go Harlem Baby, he transforms 
Duke Ellington’s “Harlem Nocturne” into a haunting surf instrumental. Dex 
is one of those rare performers who makes covers sound like originals. When I 
once told him that his live version of Wray’s “Mr. Guitar” on Two Headed Cow 
is more energetic and musically complex than the original, Dex shook his head. 
“Ah, man,” he said, “I don’t know about that.” Apples to oranges maybe, but the 
fact remains: when a song gets the Romweber treatment, all the muscle, fire and 
rhythm of the primary document gets passed through his manic filter, transmuted 
through his fingers, and amplified with such intensity that the material is reborn 
into something approaching the raw, unbridled energy released from a supernova. 
He’s not recreating the past from some sense of nostalgia. He’s transmuting it by 
channeling the same spontaneous brilliance that powered artists like Jerry Lee 
Lewis and early Elvis.

Dex’s career isn’t a commercial venture. It’s one born of dedication to his 
enthusiasms. He plays the music he likes, and he hopes you’ll like it too. As Sara 
told me at a show: “That’s the thing about my brother: He has no gimmick. 
There’s no shtick.”

He’s been listening to a lot of the same music since he was a kid. In high school, 
he was so obsessed with rockabilly that he wrote a European history paper on 
Denmark simply because rockabilly was experiencing a sudden popularity there. 
His relationship with rock & roll might best be summarized by the lyrics in his 
cover of Ronnie Dawson’s song “Rockin’ Bones”: “Well when I die buried six foot 
deep / with a rock & roll record at my feet / A phonograph needle in my hand / 
I’m gonna rock my way right out of this land.”

After releasing their first full-length album in 1990, the Jets toured to support it, 
opening for rockabilly B-movie gore-hounds The Cramps. They even played a 
fiery rendition of Benny Joy’s primitive rock scorcher “Wild Wild Lover” on Late 
Night with David Letterman.

[embedded youtube.com video entitled 
“flat duo jets - live on lettermen - wild wild lover”]

Other musicians have also recently honored Dex’s talent and influence. The 
Dex Romweber Duo’s first album Ruins of Berlin features cameos by Neko Case, 
Chan Marshall of Cat Power, Rick Miller of Southern Culture on the Skids, and 
Exene Cervenka of the seminal punk band X. Despite such a deserved tribute, 
the eternal question remains: Why do some of the world’s great musical talents 
go unrecognized while arguably lesser ones become household names? Maybe if 
the Jets hadn’t broken up, Dex would be famous instead of infamous. Maybe if 
the Dex Duo had played Conan O’Brien before Conan’s NBC show folded, he 
wouldn’t still be playing to tiny audiences in tiny clubs. Surely an NPR appearance 
would be enough to hurl him into the popular consciousness. Even in our era of 

http://www.oxfordamerican.org/articles/2012/jun/11/profile-dex-romweber/
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instantaneous information and social networking sites, some news travels slowly.    

A month after the release of Ruins of Berlin in 2009, the band played a cavernous 
WWII-era Quonset hut turned college bar in Tucson, Arizona. Appropriately 
named The Hut, the bar sits in the city’s university district, an area where drinks 
tend to be neon and sugary and clubs are known more for their 2-for-1 ladies’ 
nights than live music. There were only eleven people watching the show. There’d 
been five at the beginning.

I sat on a stool near the tiny stage. Behind me at the bar stood nearly forty 
University of Arizona sorority and fraternity kids. They wore plastic Mardi Gras 
beads around their necks and were raising glasses and woohooing to one another 
while downing shots. The Hut’s arched aluminum roof amplified the noise, and 
sometimes customer chatter overpowered Dex’s guitar.

He and Sara tore through a slew of fast-paced covers: Benny Joy’s “I Need 
a Whole Lotta You,” “Ruins of Berlin” from the 1948 film A Foreign Affair, 
and a version of the fiery surf instrumental “Thunderhead” by the band The 
Thunderheads. In the middle of Kitty Lester’s upbeat 1962 hit “Love Letters,” 
a tall, tan, long-legged woman in super short shorts sauntered up to the stage. A 
piece of paper was pinned to the back of her tight white shirt. It had a number 
printed on it, like in a marathon. She said something to Sara that made Sara shake 
her head. Dex told the girl, “I don’t think so, honey.” She had requested they play 
The Stones’ “Beast of Burden.”

At one point, three college guys stepped close to my stool to watch the band. They 
wore flip-flops and board shorts and reeked of cologne. One was talking on a cell 
phone, or trying to, until the Duo’s gypsy-surf instrumental “Cigarette Party” 
drove him outside. One of the remaining guys turned to me and yelled, “You know 
this guy?” pointing at the stage. When I nodded yes the kid said, “He’s a friend of 
yours?”

Not personally, I told him. “I’m just a fan.” He squinted as if digesting the idea 
that this was not a local music showcase, then he asked if I liked reggae. I leaned 
off my stool to get close to the kid’s ear. “He’s one of the best rock & roll guitarists 
alive,” I said, “and you should stick around and watch. You won’t be disappointed.” 
The kid stood there for nearly two songs before returning to the crowd of revelers. 
When I saw him again after the show, he and his two buddies were each carrying 
copies of Dex’s Ruins of Berlin.

“Bye, Dex,” one of them said. “Awesome show, man.”

Dex shook their hands as they streamed past. “Thanks for coming, guys.” 
He patted his shirt pocket searching for his cigarettes, and a local kid with a 
synthesizer and a didgeridoo took the stage.

http://www.oxfordamerican.org/articles/2012/jun/11/profile-dex-romweber/
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One brave man with a sign stands between seamless
 checkout experience and edible Armageddon 

at a frenzied outpost of Trader Joe’s

In the produce section of Trader Joe’s store in the Chelsea section of New York, Karl 
Holman holds an eight-foot-tall sign that reads “End of Line.” It’s six o’clock on a 

Tuesday, and Holman is managing the line for the second time this shift.

While customers test peaches for ripeness, Holman holds the towering metal pole aloft, 
making the banner’s orange and yellow lettering visible to anyone who gazes up from the 
shelves. For the next hour, the line’s end moved constantly.

Short and stout, with a salt-and-pepper goatee and a grey Trader Joe’s T-shirt, the forty-
nine-year-old Holman addresses a knot of stopped customers who are blocking traffic. 
“Are you ready to check out?” he asks. “Step right here.” Customers glance at his sign 
and then file into place.

As the line forms in front of him, he takes tiny backwards steps to keep pace with its 
telescoping end. His moving target keeps him in motion, and he marks it with the 
dedicated poise of a Queen’s Guard at Buckingham Palace.

Starting by the tubs of cut pineapple, he inches deeper into the produce area, backing 
past the baby carrots and fresh herbs, past the clear bags of salad greens, and, while 
smiling and greeting passersby with a “Hi, how are you?” he hooks around a freestanding 
rack of fruit before stopping near the entrance. In a few minutes’ time he has traveled so 
far back that, without meaning to be metaphysical, he has transcended the proverbial end 
of the line and arrived at the beginning.

“Sometimes the line stretches all the way through produce,” Holman says, “up through 
frozen foods, and then back down frozen foods again.”

The system was pioneered at Trader Joe’s Union Square location, which was 
overwhelmed with foot traffic from the moment it opened in March of 2006. In the 
clogged aisles of the irresistibly affordable supermarket, heated confrontations erupted 
between customers over lack of elbow room and perceived incursions on territory. In the 
surging, irritable crowd, the end of the line was difficult to find.

“The way the system worked before, definitely didn’t work,” one supervisor said; she 
declined to speak on record for fear of upsetting TJ’s secretive parent company. “I mean, 
we knew it was going to be a good-sized store, but it was unlike anything the company 
had ever undertaken.” To accommodate foot traffic, they increased their fleet of registers 
from about ten to twenty-five. “And over time,” the supervisor said, “we designed the 
front-of-line, middle-of-line, end-of-line thing to create some order.”

Near a wall of fragrant bouquets, a man in a blue polo leans close to Holman. “Never 
seen it like this,” he says.

“Yeah,” Holman says in his supple, quiet 
voice. “It’s like this a lot.”

* * *

Cities function thanks as much to 
rules and signs as unspoken codes of 

conduct. People in crowds seek order and 
try to sort themselves in ways that reduce 
anxiety and increase safety and efficiency. 
Most of the time, they need help. When 
an employee stands among the masses 
directing traffic, there is little ambiguity 
and no one is going to get away with 
cutting in front of others. Then again, 
New Yorkers are famously cognizant of 
their surroundings.

Of all the world’s big cities, New York produces residents with a nearly panoramic 
consciousness and profound consideration of others: people who step to the side 
of bustling sidewalks to send texts or make calls, people who hold doors open for 
pedestrians behind them and move quickly so not to slow the passage of others. You 

can always tell the locals from the tourists. But groups of strangers often lack internal 
cohesion even when they share a common goal, such as getting groceries and checking 
out. Holman and others help bind crowds together and avoid what would otherwise 
become a mess of conflicting priorities, hazy boundaries and confusing expectations.

Holman has worked at Trader Joe’s for eighteen months at this point; before that, 
Dean & DeLuca and various restaurants. He caters private events on the side. Holman 
concedes that “End of Line” (or E.O.L., for those in the know) can be stressful work. 
Managing crowds this size every day sometimes wears on even the most patient 
individual, but he finds it deeply gratifying.

“If you want to get in line,” Holman tells a young woman in a white skirt and red high 
heels, “step right here.”

Keeping the pole perpendicular to the ground, he grips its center with both hands in a 
way that resembles a sage with a walking stick. He keeps a box cutter, X-Acto knife and 
pens inside a black canvas pouch on the back of his belt. He also wears comfortable work 
shoes. 

Every end- and middle-of-line worker uses unique stock phrases and tones of voice. 
Some are gruff, some gentle. Some guide while others scold. One repeats, “This here 
is the back of the line. Back of the line, right here,” over and over like an auctioneer. 
Another heatedly addresses customers as “people”–“Hey, people!”–as if trying to alert 
them to some danger they are too dim to recognize.

Holman has a calming effect. Part of this stems from his voice. In place of a heavy New 
York accent or rough Brooklynese, the soft, musical lilt of his native Jamaica still colors 
his speech. His genial brown eyes seem to reassure people, as does his habit of offering 
help before customers even have to ask. Unlike the store’s hundred-year-old white 
Corinthian columns, Holman emits warmth and accessibility. It’s tempting to assume that 
his winning customer service springs from a broader personal philosophy. He has the 
Chinese sign for water tattooed on the back of his neck, a choice of body modification 
which suggests a worldview, an ethic, an approach to living. But it’s just a tattoo.

“I love water,” he says. “I love it.”

Facing the masses, Holman tells fretful customers to expect a wait of twelve minutes. 
It’s rush hour and packed with after-work shoppers. “Our regulars know not to come in 
between, like, four and eight,” Holman says. “They come in earlier or later.” Like other 
crew members, Holman estimates wait times by landmarks. When the line ends in frozen 
foods, the wait takes about fifteen minutes. When it ends by the entrance, the wait takes 
twelve minutes. Customers wait eight minutes from the vitamins, five minutes from the 
demonstration station, and three from the bread.

“It goes fast,” Holman tells a worried-looking businessman, who stares blankly at him 
as he passes. It’s challenging to differentiate customers whose brows are furrowed from 
searching for the line from customers straining to remember what other items they 
need to buy. And this isn’t even Trader Joe’s busiest New York store. Of the three in 
Manhattan, Union Square holds that title. The Upper West Side store comes in second, 
and Chelsea third.

The line’s exact end can get hazy, diffuse. In certain spots it frays, blending with the 
many people milling around endcaps and cold cases and hovering by the demonstration 
station eating free samples. On this day, the demo staff serves bowtie pasta smothered 
with Arrabbiata sauce. Free food induces a certain hysteria, and the increased frenzy 
further confuses the consumer swarm. Are these people standing here because they were 
shopping? Are they waiting to fill tiny paper cups with free coffee? Is this the register 
line? The direction and intent of traffic is often unclear.

“The longest wait I’ve ever seen,” a supervisor says, “is fifteen minutes.” But that isn’t the 
longest on record. A crew member named Teresa remembers lines so long during both 
Hurricane Sandy and Thanksgiving last year that they snaked through frozen foods in 
both directions and out onto the street. A desperation filled the air on those days, a fog of 
tense hysteria that seemed to waft from the throngs of customers who streamed in from 
the street. “The honor guard had to close the front door,” Teresa says. “We had to let 
the line go and let people in, let the line go and let people in. It was a process, but we’re 
efficient.”

* * * 
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Located on the ground floor of the historic Mattel Building at 6th Avenue and 21st 
Street, the Chelsea store fills half the space that a 35,000-square-foot Barnes & 

Noble occupied for fourteen years. When the bookstore closed in March 2008, the 
landlord sought a big-box retailer to fill the vacancy. Trader Joe’s opened on July 12, 
2010, at 8:05 a.m. It would have opened at eight, but a Fox News crew slowed the 
process by filming the event. As with the 14th Street location, enthusiastic customers 
lined up outside the morning before opening. Staff high-fived shoppers as they entered 
and handed them free cookies. The lines were manageable.

Trader Joe’s fans are the kind who start Trader Joe’s missed connection tumblrs and 
grieve online about discontinued items such as Triple Ginger Lemon Ice Cream 
(discontinued on 4/4/2013) and Highbrow Chocolate Chip Cookies (spring 2013). 
They’re the kind of fans who fill suitcases with products to take home to TJ’s-free states 
like Hawaii and South Dakota; the kind that, like college music professor Bruce Roter of 
Albany, N.Y., conduct years-long letter-writing campaigns to convince the chain to build 
stores in their neighborhood. (In Roter’s case, the chain eventually did.)

In addition to an end of line, staff fills a middle of line, or M.O.L., position. Like its kin, 
middle of line carries a sign and informs customers how to reach the line’s end; when 
the crowd thins, M.O.L.s often set down their sign and return to performing other 
tasks, such as stocking yogurt and collecting shopping carts. Closer to the exit stands the 
F.O.L., or front of line; they direct customers to cashiers. Of the store’s thirty registers, 
nearly every one is constantly in use.

The store normally keeps staff on register for two hours per day, but crew members work 
on a revolving, hourly system, performing different duties throughout their shift: helms 
person, demo station, maintenance, first end assistance, stocking. The changing of the 
guard happens at the top of every hour with the ring of a bell.

From the registers, customers lug heavy paper bags toward the front door. They have 
successfully completed a grocery store sortie, yet their faces show little sign of pleasure 
in the accomplishment. Some scowl. Some frown. Some stare distantly. All cut through a 
swift stream of customers moving both in and out of the front door, a continuation of the 
pedestrian traffic on Manhattan’s streets.

On the side of the entryway opposite the registers, a young couple steps in from Sixth 
Avenue and stops in produce. Stunned, he scanned the line, mouth open. “Is this going 
all around the store?” he said.

Holman stands smiling nearby. “Yes,” he says.

The man looks ready to bolt. His girlfriend tucks her red hair behind her ear and 
reassures him. “Maybe it will get smaller as we go around the store,” she says. Her 
positive attitude is enviable and effective. With that, her boyfriend shrugs and grabs a 
shopping basket, and they weave through the crowd toward frozen foods.

“At end of line,” Holman explains, “you’re the help desk. People come to you with 
questions. ‘Where is so and so?’ ‘Where is the bread?’ ‘How long is the wait?’ People ask 
that a lot.” If E.O.L. were a spiritual retreat, Holman’s great lesson would be patience. 
“And a friendly demeanor,” he says. “A real friendly demeanor.”

While the young couple shops, Holman begins inching forward. In a fortunate turn of 
events, the line is shrinking, and he takes incremental steps frontward that carry him out 
of produce and into the aisle containing nuts and pet food. Beside boxes of something 
called Double Wide Cat Scratcher, he holds the sign overhead and directs traffic. “Are 
you ready to check out? You can step right here.”

As Holman stands by a cereal display, crew members wheel dollies full of boxes through 
the crowd. Foghat’s “Slow Ride” plays overhead.

In the time it takes one couple to decide whether they want the ciabatta loaf or the 
rosemary parmesan rolls, the line has returned to its previous length, stretching back past 
the demo station and dissipating by the “6th Ave Dairy” case.

There, people mill around, pushing carts in directions that block passage and increase 
confusion. Ready to check out, they don’t know how to start, so they stand there and 
draw other people in a clot.

Nearby at a narrow endcap, a dark-skinned young clerk sets a box of Sesame Snacks on 
the floor. Hunched over, he tosses crinkly bags on the low shelf, his torso hanging like a 
deflated balloon. Without warning, he stands straight up and faces the crowd. “We have 
two lines, people! Two lines!” He sounds angry. Customers recognize it. Yet nobody 
moves—not in a substantial way. The man shrugs, and in a heavy New Jersey-type accent 
says, “Whateva’,” and empties the box.

Having retreated up the vitamin aisle, Holman falls back into produce before breaking 
for lunch at seven p.m. Outside the store, a street vendor sells sunglasses, wallets and 
protective cell phone sleeves from a fold-up table. Pedestrians stream past him, along 
with bicyclists and cabbies. He has a lot of merchandise but no line.

A man with greying shoulder-length hair walks toward Trader Joe’s. He tells his wife, 
“Let’s see how long the line is.” Then he opens the door and they walk in together.
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DINNER WITH THE FERRET PEOPLE
By Aaron Gilbreath | Oct 23 2013

and a dark jogging jacket. He 
and his wife, Jeni, have nine 
ferrets, not including the two 
who passed away recently. 
Jeni told me that when they 
have parties, they “usually 
have a pen or two out for fer-
rets to enjoy the sunshine [in].” 
It comforted me to know that 
Ferret People, like Trekkies 
and World of Warcraft obses-
sives, could find love.

I don’t know for sure, but this 
certainly seemed like the larg-
est gathering of ferret fans in 
all of western Oregon. Among 
the attendees was Stephanie, 
a 36-year-old with glasses 
and an eyebrow piercing who 
had 18 ferrets, down from 30 
(five of them died of cancer 
and other disease). One of 
her pets, Dookie, had his own 
Facebook page. “He’s known 

in 23 countries,” Stephanie said. “He’s met the guy from Pit Boss. And the 
Grimm cast, they love him.” To ensure that the shelter’s sick and aged 
ferrets die with love and dignity, she handles hospice care. “I tell people 
all the time: my ferrets are my kids,” she said. Tara, a young business 
analyst, and her software designer husband George had three ferrets after 
a death the previous week. Their ten-year-old daughter was preparing to 
adopt an albino named Ping.

Our hosts beat everyone in 
terms of numbers—Chris 
had at least 50 ferrets of 
her own, along with two 
dachshunds, three mas-
tiffs, and numerous cats. 
“I hate those cats,” she 
said, snickering. “If I had 
the chance, I wouldn’t have 
children. I love my kids, but 
they’ve clung too close.” 
She inherits the deaf 
ferrets and biters that can’t 
find homes. “They need 
love too,” she said.

When I asked to use the bathroom, her husband directed me to one down 
the hall. “There’s a baby Brahma chicken in the other,” he said.

These were the kind of people with emails like “ferretgirl37,” the kind who 
listed both the human’s and ferret’s names in photos, who let their ferrets 
roam their apartments and sleep in their beds, like I had with Wiggy. So 
why do ferret owners get labeled as weirdoes?

“Because we are,” Chris said. “We’re nuts.”

“We admit it,” said Stephanie. “We embrace it.”

A cat jumped on the dinner table, nearly landing on the pie.

Chris said, “My daughter will tell you that all my friends are weird.”

“I’d rather have ferrets over kids,” said Stephanie. “Ferret ownership is an 
addiction.”

Tara agreed. “I guarantee you that whoever walks in here and gets one 
ends up with more than one.” She made ferrets sound like tattoos. Or 
heroin.

People think of ferrets as giant rats that smell like musk and pee. But any 
ferret owner will tell you that ferrets aren’t rats. They’re mustelids, which, 
without getting into the biology of anal glands and incisors, makes ferrets 
as different from rats as humans are from donkeys. And you get used to 
the smell. I should know—I owned a ferret named Wiggy, and he made me 
laugh for his entire seven-year life. Despite his strange, slithery body, we 
were close friends, and I’ve long questioned why ferret owners get labeled 
as weirdos.

My girlfriend broke it down for me: “You equate rats with filth, and ferrets 
are rat-like. They smell, shred things, and steal your stuff to stash it in their 
nests. Because of that, they seem like a hoarder’s pet, the kind a dirty 
person would have.” She said all of this while petting her neurotic bony 
greyhound. So, I said, if it’s true that owners often resemble their pets, 
then ferrets are naturally linked to people who sit around their apartments 
in piss-stained sweatpants, smoking cigarettes with all the windows closed 
and eating pizzas just to collect the boxes? “Exactly,” she replied. Her 
greyhound stared unblinking.

To meet the Ferret People in person and prove the stereotype wrong, I 
attended the September meeting of the Friends of Ferrets Club meeting at 
the Oregon Ferret Shelter, the West Coast’s largest all-ferret, no-kill sanc-
tuary. A married couple runs the nonprofit organization in their semi-rural 
home near Portland, rescuing ferrets and putting them up for adoption.

When I walked in, the musk scent hit me like a broom handle. Fifteen 
people sat in the living room eating dinner around a large circular playpen 
filled with tubes and prancing ferrets. The group was mixed: young and 
old, heavy and skinny, tattooed and not. Mostly white. I greeted them with 
a wave. They said hello and waved back.

A short-haired woman extended her hand. “I’m Chris.” She and her hus-
band Dave Mathis have run the shelter since 1993. I grabbed some food, 
and before long Dave was describing how pine martens crush the skulls 
of their pray and eat the brains first. “That’s where the fat is,” he said. “It’s 
a sucking sound—they just slurp out the brains... I really like that soup, 
James,” he added to a fellow ferret lover.

“It’s kale from our garden,” James replied. “No added salt. Just light chick-
en stock.” James is 37 years old and has a long ponytail coiling down his 
back. Tonight he was dressed in electric-blue running shoes, baggy jeans, 

Dave Mathis, who runs the Oregon Ferret 
Shelter, holds up a rare breed. 
Photo by author

The decor in Chris and Dave’s house could be 
described as “ferret-centric.” Photo by author

The author with Ping, who might smell weird but clearly has a good heart. 
Photo by Jeni Clarke, Oregon Ferret Shelter
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To Ferret People, the stigma surrounding their lifestyle stems from lack of 
education and exposure. By measuring all domestic creatures against cats 
and dogs, Americans have an inaccurate conception of normalcy. Tara 
knows lots of people who’ve never wanted to touch a ferret in their lives 
but who, after hanging out with hers, now can’t get enough.

Granted, ferrets aren’t for everyone—some are afraid they’ll bite, or get 
freaked out by the way they move like furry Slinkys. There’s also the smell. 
“They’re kind of like a wet dog,” Chris explained. “If you go outside, they 
get wet and they stink, but your dog stinks, too. Dog owners get used to 
it.”

Stephanie adjusted her glasses. “I don’t even notice anymore. People’s 
kids stink, but I don’t complain about that.”

There was supposed to be a costume contest in addition to the meeting, 
but only two people showed up: Amy, who had put her sable ferret in a 
handmade chainmail vest; and Lisa, who’d dressed Kasper in a gray hat 
and cape modeled after Gandalf’s. I would have pegged Lisa, with her 
black lace dress and long blond hair, as a reptile person, which shows 
that stereotypes are hurtful and wrong. She’s actually into tarantulas and 
ferrets.

A member of the Friends of Ferrets Club and her son play with Ping. Photo by author

Lisa and her adorable pet Kasper. Photo by Jeni Clarke, Oregon Ferret Shelter

Someone asked Lisa how she got her ferrets so calm. George said, “Do 
you drug them?”

Lisa smiled.

After the contest, we sat around the playpen and watched the ferrets. 
While I played with a sable named Viper, Chris announced that Tara and 

George would host the next meeting and serve a Thanksgiving meal. “I’m 
bringing gluten-free stuffing,” Chris said. “I hope that’s OK.”

“How many ferrets are you up to?” Lisa said.

“Three,” George said, “We just lost one. It’s our first loss.”

Dave laughed. “I like not counting.”

Lisa said, “My husband says I’m capped at ten.”

Dave petted Ping as he described his current work stresses. He was 64 
and made a living providing technical support for the Air National Guard. 
Without warning, he gently flipped Ping upside down and sang, “I am cool/ 
I am sweet/ I’m a ferret hangin’ by my feet.” Then he kissed Ping’s nose. 
“So,” he asked Lisa, “what else is new?” It sounded like any dinner party: 
eating, joking, discussions of work.

Chris might think Ferret People are weird—and who’s in a better position 
to judge than her?—but the rest of us are pretty weird, too. Getting wasted 
at a wedding and embarrassing the groom? Pooping at exactly 3 PM 
every day? Countless people enjoy popping zits, while others obsessively 
count the number of almonds they eat in order to control their weight. Nor-
mal isn’t the baseline. Weird is. Scratch below the surface of any human 
and you’ll find a set of thoughts, habits and fixations that seem deeply odd 
but which aren’t, in the wider scheme, so abnormal at all.

Ferret People seem like anybody else. They’re human beings living in the 
cold dark loins of suburban America, searching for laughter, community 
and mutual understanding, except their houses sometimes smell like pee. 
So what? Have you sniffed around your laundry pile lately?

While I ate more pie and 
browsed ferret photos on the 
wall, Jeni asked, “So what do 
you think?” Pretty normal to me, 
I said. “Like I like to say: ‘We’re 
weird, but it’d be OK to get stuck 
in an elevator with us.’ OK, I 
have to go chip five ferrets that 
we’re getting tonight.”

As she stepped toward a back 
room, her husband said, “We’re 
doing that tonight?”

“Yeah,” she told him. A lap danc-
er had been dropping off and 
picking up these ferrets at the 
shelter, off and on, for the last 
three years. “They’re bonded,” 
Jeni said. “What are you going 
to do?”

James shrugged. “It’s not the 
number I mind. It’s the amount of time they require.”

When I left, people were standing around the stacks of cages in a back 
room, swapping stories of tragic ferret adoptions and insulinoma. Dave 
offered me a gluten-free chocolate muffin. “You know,” Stephanie said in 
the driveway, “you can come back anytime. Come on Monday. We always 
need help cleaning the cages. Bring your girlfriend.”

When I returned home, my girlfriend smelled my jacket. “Oh my God,” she 
said. “You’re going to need to wash all of that.”

Another ferret knickknack. Photo by author
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The Hollywood Subway: Against The Horizontal City
January 28, 2013 | by Aaron Gilbreath

The entrance to Los Angeles’s original subway system lies hidden on a brushy 
slope next to an apartment building that resembles a Holiday Inn. Known as 
the “Hollywood Subway,” the line opened in 1925; ran 4,325 feet underground, 
between downtown and the Westlake District; and closed in 1955. After Pacific 
Electric Railway decommissioned the tracks, homeless people started sleeping 
in the old Belmont Tunnel. Crews filmed movies such as While the City Sleeps and 
MacArthur in it. City officials briefly used it to store impounded vehicles, as well 
as first aid and 329,700 pounds of  crackers during part of  the Cold War. By the 
time the entrance was sealed around 2006, graffiti artists had been using it as a 
canvas for decades, endowing it with legendary status in street mural culture, and 
earning it numerous appearances in skateboard and other magazine shoots. Now 
the tunnel sits at the end of  a dead-end street, incorporated into the apartment’s 
small garden area, resembling nothing more than another spigot in Los Angeles’s 
vast flood control system.
Those who know New York think of  it partly as an underground city. Despite the 
skyline’s height, New Yorkers duck into passageways to catch trains. Steam pours 
from manhole covers. Water enters Manhattan through tunnels buried under 
rivers, and rats poke their heads through vents. So much life occurs down there. 
Walking past New York construction sites, you often catch glimpses of  pits whose 
steep sides contain old pipes, brick walls and decades’ worth of  pavement, and you 
think, “I didn’t know that was down there.” Less so with L.A.

No matter how tall its skyline, no matter how high its mountains, L.A. is generally 
thought of  as a horizontal city. It sprawls outward, not upward. Neither do many 
people think of  it in subterranean terms. Of  course they don’t. In the popular 
consciousness, L.A. is a superficial city. It’s supposedly obsessed with appearances, 
concerned only with bodies, fads, status and wealth. It’s shallow, meaning, it lacks 
depth. This conception of  superficial L.A. implies a lack of  rootedness, the idea 
that the city sprang up yesterday and that everything that there is to know about 
it, resides on its surface. Besides landfill, what hidden layers could such a city 
possible contain?

To get to the Belmont Tunnel, I took the 101 Freeway to Glendale Boulevard, 
then turned south off  Second onto Toluca. A sign at the intersection warned “Not 
a Through Street.” The listing was comic considering that this street once held a 
direct route to downtown, an irony which was magnified by all the time I’d just 
spent stuck in traffic. Congestion and distance have long been the L.A. issues.

Between trains, trollies, pedestrians, cars, and horse-drawn carriages, Los Angeles 
had grown congested by the 1920s. Edward Henry Harriman, president of  the 
Union Pacific and Southern Pacific railroads, first suggested an L.A. subway in 

the early 1900s. He envisioned a four-track system that ran west from downtown 
to Vermont Avenue and then split into separate lines, servicing Beverly Hills, Hol-
lywood and the mid-city. His vision never materialized. When steam shovels first 
broke ground in 1924, Pacific Electric Railway presented the Hollywood Subway 
as a way to solve the city’s mounting traffic problems. But Pacific Electric already 
had a system for that.

Although few would guess it now, 
Los Angeles once contained one of  
the world’s largest above-ground, 
interurban passenger rail networks. 
Known collectively as the Red Cars, 
Pacific Electric’s fleet of  trains and 
streetcars connected four counties 
with over one thousand miles of  track. 
During its peak era in the early 1900s, 
Red Cars could carry passengers from 
downtown to the beaches, up into the 

San Gabriel Mountains, and as far as San Bernardino sixty miles away.

When the Belmont Tunnel first opened, only the Red Car’s Glendale-Burbank 
line used it. Eventually, multiple lines passed through, moving passengers along 
the Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood Boulevard-Gardner Junction and San 
Fernando Valley lines. By avoiding surface streets, the Hollywood Subway saved 
commuters between twelve and twenty minutes, depending on the time of  day. 
Granted, the name is misleading. Although many trollies left the Belmont Tunnel 
en route to Hollywood, the tunnel itself  wasn’t in Hollywood. It started in the old 
oil-producing district of  Westlake.

Upon entering a hill near the intersection of  First Street and Glendale Boulevard, 
the tunnel made a slight curve on its way downtown, where it loosely paralleled 
Fourth before terminating in the basement of  the grand Subway Terminal Build-
ing. When it was built on Hill Street in 1925, the Subway Terminal Building was 
downtown’s largest office building. Designed in a classic Renaissance Revival style, 
it had five wings, 250,000 square feet of  office space and abundant natural light. 
(It has since been reborn as aMetro 417 luxury apartment building.)

Unlike its stylish eastern end, the tunnel’s west end was industrial. Laced with 
train tracks and an electricity generating substation, Pacific Electric used the lot 
known as Toluca Yard to store cars and perform minor repairs. Before that, the 
land was used to store pipes and materials for the oil industry—a coincidental 
twist, since it was the popularity of  the automobile and low price of  gasoline that 
helped seal the subway’s fate.

Even as engineers drafted the subway plans, the automobile’s increasing popular-
ity was cutting into rail patronage. Red Car service to various communities was 
discontinued during the 1920s, the tracks paved over. Ridership continued to fall 
through the nineties, and, despite a brief  resurgence of  riders during World War 
II, the number of  passengers plummeted during the late forties and fifties. Cars 
ruled Southern California’s roads, bringing the Pacific Electric era to a visible end 
as streetcars and trains were forced to lower their speeds and yield right of  way at 
traffic crossings. The company ceded its passenger service to Metropolitan Coach 
Lines in 1953, which handed it over to the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transit 
Authority in 1958. By then, the city’s freeways were expanding in every direction, 
and the Hollywood Subway was just a hole in the ground.

“I used to hop the fence,” said one person on Flickr, recounting his experiences 
in the tunnel between 1997 and 2001. “We would always find half-burnt candles, 
chalk drawings of  odd stick figures, and alter type things like flowers and corn 
meal spread around. One night we found two headless chickens. One was black 
and the other was white.” Another commenter described his 2005 trip: “Unfor-
tunately we could only go a hundred yards or so before the mud got too deep for 
our footwear. The tunnel’s on a slight downgrade, so any rainwater that seeps in 
just pools up at the deep end.” One blogger slipped through the sealed entrance in 
2008. “One of  the stranger things we found,” he said, “was a nurse’s note to leave 
Belmont High School, and it’s kind of  hard to imagine this as the choice hangout 
for someone ditching school.” These were just three of  hundreds, probably thou-
sands, of  people who entered the old tunnel to paint, sleep, get high or explore.

eyetwist (via flickr), Belmont Tunnel, 2000.

Last train 2, Toluca Yard, 1955, courtesy of the Metro Transportation Library and Archive.



I parked on Toluca beside the clean, brown face of  the Belmont Station 
Apartments. The building went up in 2008, taking the place of  Toluca Yard. 
“It’s a fashion-forward statement of  environmentally concious [sic] living,” the 
apartment’s website says. “But also a celebration of  the neighborhood’s roots. 
That’s why you’ll see a portion of  the historic Belmont Tunnel/Toluca Substation 
integrated into the property. It’s unmistakably L.A. Yet also one of  the reasons 
Belmont Station is a community unlike any other.”

Viewed from the street, from the other side of  a fence, nothing about the site sug-
gests that it played a central role in L.A.’s public transportation story. Thin decora-
tive street lamps stand beside the tunnel. Cleaned of  all graffiti, the portal features 
a red, glow-in-the-dark streetcar painted by a local artist.Although the mural and 
ten wooden ties offer a vague clue about the structure’s original function, the site’s 
lush, manicured grass drains the tunnel of  any sense of  authenticity, the sense 
that it is even historic at all. And the substation: painted solid grey in 2008, what 
was once a chipped, graffiti-covered hunk of  iconic cement now stands beside two 
state of  the art grills. Pressed close against the apartments, flanked by shrubs and 
park benches, the substation looks out of  place, resembling the sort of  building 
where a maintenance man would store pool cleaning equipment.

I draped my arms over the fence. Summer sunlight warmed my neck, and a 
breeze carried the unmistakable scent of  urine on an updraft. Soon after, a 
resident walked up with two Schnauzers on leashes. When I asked if  he’d let me in 
to see the grounds, he led me through the locked gate and down a flight of  stairs. 
The lawn, it turns out, is Astroturf. “Wow,” I said, “I can’t believe the grass in the 
garden is fake.”

He said, “Oh, mostly we call it the dog-walk.” A container full of  clean dog litter 
bags stood nearby on a pole, a single green bag rattling in the breeze. “This is a 
big part of  why we moved here, having this for the dogs.” His Schnauzers trotted 
the grounds, sniffing the prickly, plastic surface for the scent of  other animals. You 
could smell their business when the breeze subsided. “It’s close to work,” he said, 
“but it’s nice to have so much room.” How about the old subway, I said, what did 
he think of  it? “I didn’t know about it until I moved in. I’d not heard of  it.”

When the last commuter train passed through Belmont Tunnel in 1955, it fea-
tured a banner that said, “To Oblivion.” That particular train might have been 
scrapped, but the legacy of  the Red Cars endures. The City officially designated 
the Hollywood Subway site a Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument, and start-
ing in the early nineties, L.A.’s new Metro rail and subway system began service. 
Unlike its mile-long predecessor, the modern subway stretches for many miles in 
many directions, serving multiple neighborhoods in a way that Edward Henry 
Harriman would likely have appreciated.

As failed technology, the Hollywood Subway provides transportation engineers 
a lesson in what to do and not to do. As an artifact, it stands as proof  that, even 
in what outsiders like to think of  as one-dimensional, present tense L.A., there 
is more to this city than what we see on the surface. L.A. does, in fact, go deep. 
Many locals know this. When things die here, they often lay around for years, 
decomposing in the sun, where over time they are pressed like leaves into layers 
of  cultural topsoil. Rusting cars, abandoned buildings, crumbling overpasses, even 
dog crap on fake grass—all history, all fertilizer for next year’s growth, which, 
when metabolized, themselves become a partially subsumed, titillating curiosity 
for future generations to live beside and puzzle over, another oddity beside a palm 
tree that people who expect so little from Los Angeles, tend to overlook.
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Pleasure Domes with Parking
December 24, 2012 | by Aaron Gilbreath

Because my grandfather owned a men’s clothing store and my dad briefly worked 
for him, I spent a lot of  my childhood in malls. Hanging around malls is already 
a tradition in Phoenix, Arizona, where I grew up. It’s as central to life as driving 
and eating Mexican food, a habit stemming from a mix of  materialism, a reflexive 
tendency to “pass time,” and a very practical need for air conditioning. But it was 
also a habit born of  an era when malls adorned themselves in gaudy architecture 
and country-and-western motifs, presented themselves as shopping experiences rath-
er than just places to shop, and capitalized on Americans’ aspirations toward glitz 
and glamour. I can’t enter one of  the predictable, interchangeable modern retail 
spaces without thinking of  the heyday of  the mall, a period when, to borrow the 
title of  a Time magazine article, malls were “Pleasure-Domes with Parking.”

I saw none of  these touches of  class in person. I was born in 1975, and by then 
malls had changed. As I experienced it, my Grandpa Shapiro’s store, The Habber 
Dasher, was adjacent to the food court, an echoey hall enlivened by the greasy 
orange aroma of  Pizza D’Amore and the sweet froth of  Orange Julius, as well as 
Kay Bee Toys, the Red Baron video-game arcade, and the movie theater. My time 
at the mall was spent buying shockingly lifelike diecast metal cap guns at Kay Bee 
and then eating free samples of  slow-cooked meat from the tiny gyro stall, staring 
in horror at the hard, sunken eyes of  the whole smoked fish in Miracle Mile Deli’s 
cold case, or looking up at the tall escalator that led into UA Cinema. When I 
walked through the open, indoor plaza where Santa Claus sat in a huge Styrofoam 
Wonderland, surrounded by polymer wads of  fake snow while the sun shone 
outside, I had no clue that malls could be anything but what they were then, that 
they had any history at all.

In fact, shopping arcades and centers existed in the Western World as early as 
the 1920s. The classic, fully enclosed form now known in America as “the mall” 
debuted in Edina, Minnesota, in 1956. An Austrian-American architect named 
Victor Gruen designed the so-called Southdale Center, and it became the de facto 
prototype for a wave of  enclosed, temperature-controlled shopping complexes 
structured around big name “anchors” and interior garden spaces.

As if  the stores themselves 
weren’t attraction enough, 
many mid-century malls used 
flashy designs to lure shoppers. 
The first mall Gruen designed, 
named Northland Center, 
included avant garde giraffe 
sculptures, extensive landscap-
ing, and spinning mobiles. 
Southdale Center went further. 
It had a twenty-one-foot bird-
cage containing fifty colorful 
birds, tropical plants, costumed 

Hawaiians serenading crowds, and a huge central square named the “Garden 

Court of  Perpetual Spring.”

Built in 1961, Chris-Town Mall, which housed my Grandpa Shapiro’s store, was 
one of  the earliest to adopt Gruen’s design. In Gruen’s model, people would 
theoretically come to Chris-Town for the massive J. C. Penney, sit by the miniature 
planted palms and sip Joe inside Guggy’s Coffee Shop, and discover Godber’s 
Gifts, Chess King, and Tony’s Shoe Repair while strolling the intentionally large 
distance between Korrick’s Department Store and Montgomery Ward, the two 
anchors.

Chris-Town was Phoenix’s third mall, but it was Arizona’s first enclosed one, 
and it aimed to provide the glamorous Gruen experience. It was built around 
three themed courtyards: The Court of  Flowers, Court of  Fountains, and Court 
of  Birds. The Court of  Fountains was the central courtyard, with a low, circular 
fountain ringed by flowers and two stone staircases whose graceful arcs resembled 
those of  high-heel shoes. Up until the early 1970s, an organ grinder walked the 
Court of  Fountains with a monkey, collecting coins from shoppers.

The Court of  Birds was an aviary in the west wing, complete with small bridges 
from which to view the sixty-four birds and their avant garde enclosures. One of  
the cages reached nearly to the ceiling, a cubist series of  stacked trapezoids. At one 
point in time, the Court played host to a talking parrot named Chico, who was 
trained to greet shoppers by saying “Welcome to Chris-Town.”

Finally, The Court of  Flowers stood in the east wing and offered more subtle 
charms: an outdoor, U-shaped café, and a bunch of  funky, bulbous lights over-
hanging a small garden plot and what appeared to be a red unicorn with a bright 
yellow horn, but which was actually, incongruously, a papier-mâché statue of  
Ferdinand the Bull.

Chris-Town was so popular that other Phoenix malls slapped lids on their open 
breezeways and pumped in air conditioning. They also aped its novelties. Thomas 
Mall featured a gimmick that made Chris-Town’s aviary look as dull as a parking 
lot: a monkey cage outside the J. G. McCrory’s five and dime.

These are the days I long 
for when I think of  the 
mall, an era when it was a 
place of  leisure. But by the 
time I came of  age, in the 
early eighties, everything had 
changed. Chris-Town was 
still noticeably Space Age in 
its architectural accents, but 
malls were a dime a dozen by 
then, and Chris-Town had 
outlived its elegant heyday 

by over a decade. The pink and powder blue of  the early-sixties had given way 
to an eighties brown, yellow, and orange schema. Everything in the early Regan 
Era seemed to have the sickly tint of  used cigarette butts: the marbled brown floor 
tiles, the faux wood pattern on the trashcans and ashtrays, the ubiquitous brass 
poles and fixtures.

For the institution of  the mall, that was only the beginning of  the end. By the 
1990s, the market was saturated. Malls had multiplied so quickly that they cut into 
each other’s profits. The rise of  the factory-outlet stores and large discount retail-
ers such as Best Buy, Lowe’s, and Toys “R” Us (often known as “category killers”) 
lured customers away.

Some malls died a predictable death. Thomas Mall lost its anchors in the late 
eighties, was razed in 1993 and was replaced, in predictable fashion, by the 
modern version of  the shopping mall: the “power center.” Target, Sears, IHOP, 
Applebee’s—out with the old and in with the new. Unlike its predecessor, a power 
center is a pragmatic, often bare-bones affair. It’s open-air, and is built around 
a vast, communal parking lot. Its central visual features are cars and pavement, 
which gives it more in common with a freeway than the Place Dauphine. Counter 
to Gruen’s original European vision of  a mall as the social center of  a community, 
neither the power center nor its simpler forebear, the strip mall, are places to stroll 
or have relaxed conversation over cups of  coffee.

The Court of Flowers, postcard.

Thomas Mall, postcard.

Court of Birds, postcard.
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Other dead malls have enjoyed a strange afterlife. The vacant husk of  Maryvale 
Mall, in West Phoenix, was eventually converted into an unlikely amalgam that 
includes a middle and elementary school, community center, police substation, 
and a Wal-Mart. And some old malls have become purgatorial legends, like Dixie 
Square Mall, outside of  Chicago, which opened in 1966, closed in 1978, and has 
stood dormant and decaying ever since. Its exposed corpse has attracted hordes of  
urban explorers and photographers.

Chris-Town’s demise was less dramatic. In a manner unbecoming a structure with 
three royal-sounding “courts,” portions of  Chris-Town were demolished, and the 
leftovers grafted with a Wal-Mart, Costco, and Target. I am not alone in mourn-
ing the demise of  what it represented. Victor Gruen, the mastermind of  the mall, 
eventually moved back to Vienna, where he criticized American urban planning 
and the bastardization of  his ideas. Southdale was a failure, he said, as was every 
mall that copied it thereafter. He called these monstrosities shopping machines, 
said they damaged the natural landscape, destroyed city centers, dissolved social 
connections, drove small merchants out of  business, and, aesthetically, were 
marred by “the ugliness and discomfort of  the land-wasting seas of  parking” 
around them. It is an accurate description; we see these seas everywhere today.
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The Burden of  Home
July 13, 2011 | by Aaron Gilbreath

If  you haven’t seen the 1987 movie North Shore, take that as evidence of  your 
refined palate. The movie came out when I was in sixth grade, and it was so corny 
that I refused to acknowledge how profoundly I connected with it. It’s the story of  
Rick Kane, an eighteen-year-old surfer from Tempe, Arizona, who wants to earn 
the big, pro-circuit money that his idol, and the movie’s antihero, Lance Burkhart, 
earns. When Rick wins a surf  contest at a local artificial wave pool, he skips col-
lege and uses the five-hundred-dollar prize to move to Hawaii and tackle the epic 
waves of  the legendary North Shore.

Once in Hawaii, Rick rides the waves alongside the locals. He falls for a native 
beauty named Kiani and clashes with a tough surf  crew called the Hui. Nearly ev-
eryone discourages him: “This is our wave.” “Leave local girls alone.” But the line 
that always stayed with me came during a scene in which Rick is eating lunch with 
Kiani and her family. Kiani’s three brothers corner him at the table. They mock 
his surfing and call him JOJ—short for “just off  the jet.” Then the oldest brother 
stares into Rick’s eyes and says, “Go back to Arizona, haole.” It was as if  he were 
speaking directly to me, a teenage kid desperate to leave Arizona.

Like Rick, I lived in metro Phoenix, was obsessed with the beach, and wanted out 
of  the desert. I envied the lifestyle that coastal California afforded: the temperate 
weather, the scant clothing, the year-round range of  outdoor activities. While 
southern Californians spent their summers riding bikes and hanging out on the 
boardwalk, we Phoenicians endured an average of  a hundred or more days of  
one-hundred-degree heat. Touch a car door in July, and you’d burn your fingers. 
But that wasn’t all. Arizona was completely uncool. It’s associated with lame 
Hollywood westerns, retirees, and golf  courses. To coastal denizens, we were hicks.

Sometime in fifth grade, just before North Shore came out, I bought a bodyboard 
and learned to ride waves pretty well. At home, I covered my bedroom walls with 
images clipped from surf  magazines: black sand and palm groves; bronze women 
in bikinis splashing through azure water. I stuck surf  stickers on my door, corny 
ones that said Body Glove and Mr. Zog’s Sex Wax in blinding pink and yellow 
fonts. When I lay in bed at night, I pictured myself  sleeping in a thatched hut and 
drinking from coconuts. I taped a quotation from an ad on my door: “Summer 
is an attitude not a season.” And I wore only shorts, even in winters that reached 
the low forties. When my parents dropped me off  at middle school, I gathered 
with my friends on the playground before class. Condensation frosted the teth-
erball pole. Crystallized dew coated the brown winter grass. And I’d stand there 
shivering with my arms crossed, wearing shorts and a flannel and a hooded Vans 
sweater, watching my breath. At one point, I asked my parents if  we could replace 
my bedroom’s brown carpet with beach sand. They asked where the bed would 
go. “We’ll build wooden boardwalks around the edges,” I explained, “with one 
plank diagonally across the middle for the bed.” And how would I avoid dragging 
sand into the rest of  the house? “I’ll wipe my feet every time I leave my room.” 
The brown carpet stayed.

When I first saw North Shore I was shocked. The posters, the neon gear—my room 
was decorated just like Rick’s. Rick was a dorky aspirant, and, clearly, so was I. 
Worse, we were wannabes playing dress up, we had no credibility next to real 
surfers. What was more embarrassing for a would-be surfer than never to have 
trained in the ocean? No matter how we dressed, how politely we acted or how 
hard we tried to fit in, Rick and I would always be what we were: the guys from 
the desert wave pool.

Still, as much as I related to him, I knew I wasn’t entirely like Rick. Not because I 
didn’t surf. And not because I wasn’t old enough to leave home like he was. It was 
because after all his struggles—being ostracized by locals, punched in the face, 
slammed into reefs—he successfully assimilated, went from outsider to insider, 
while I did not and never would. By the movie’s end, the Hui let him ride their 
waves, Kiani falls in love with him, and Turtle, his one true friend, quits calling 
him barney. Although Rick doesn’t win the professional surfing paycheck he 
initially hoped for, he does earn acceptance and respect, which, in the emotional 
formulations of  ham-fisted screenplays, and in the hearts of  angsty teenagers, is 
the real prize. I didn’t fare as well.

Whenever my friends and I went to California, it was our clothes, our diction, 
and our license plates that betrayed us. Locals called us Zonies, their version of  
haole for Arizonan tourists. Zonies fed the local economy, but we also clogged the 
narrow streets, took the parking spots, made the wait at restaurants longer, and, 
worse, got in the way in the water.

During the beginning of  North Shore, whenever people ask Rick where he’s from, 
he searches for an honest yet sufficiently vague reply: “Oh, the mainland,” he 
tells them, or, “Um, like, kinda outside L.A.—sorta.” When faced with a similar 
situation in California, one of  my close friends used to stammer, “Oh, well, uh,” 
and eventually spit out, “San Diego.” He hated driving around the beach with 
that maroon albatross of  a license plate on our car, the word Arizona broadcast in 
bright white letters beside a saguaro cactus emblem.

One night, when I was sixteen, my friends and I were walking down a side street 
in Newport, California—a surfing town—when we came upon a party at a beach 
house. People filled the tiny yard. A keg sat in one corner near a stack of  beach 
cruisers. Attractive girls in tiny shirts stood beside guys with sun-bleached hair and 
muscular forearms. As we walked past one guy called out, “Nice haircuts. What’d, 
you all get them cut at the same place?” A couple of  dudes laughed, a girl snig-
gered. I tried to keep my head up, trying to maintain a modicum of  dignity in the 
face of  harassment, but when my eyes met this guy’s, I couldn’t scowl like I wanted 
to. I could only look away. The Rick I saw in me wasn’t there. As we skulked by he 
yelled, “Go home.”

Matt Adler as Rick Kane in North Shore
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At the Gettin’ Place
January 3, 2012 | by Aaron Gilbreath

If  someone had asked my 
granddad where he got the 
chaps in this photo, he might 
have replied, “At the gettin’ 
place.” His speech was rich 
with colorful phrases. To 
him, a convincing salesman 
was someone who “could 
sell eggs to a chicken,” 
the relationship between a 
person’s actions and character 
best summarized with 
“Whatever’s in the well comes 
up in the bucket.” And when 
dismissing someone unsavory, 
he preferred the placid “Let 
’em peck shit with the crows” 
to a crass “Fuck them.” So 
many of  his sayings reflected 
elements of  the hardscrabble, 
rural world that shaped him.

The gettin’ place in this 
picture is a roadside stand in 
Apache Junction, Arizona. 

Largely known nowadays for its scenery and suburbs, back in 1947, Apache 
Junction was a fringe outpost east of  Phoenix with a few cafés and tourist traps 
along the highway. Signs announced: Postcards! Indian jewelry! Pan for gold! 
Granddad and his family lived in the nearby town of  Florence. He was thirty 
years old and had three kids, two more on the way. Having arrived in Arizona 
from Oklahoma the previous year, he cobbled together a living through odd 
carpentry jobs, repair work, driving a backhoe, and constantly scouted for better 
work. Soon after this photo was taken, he started building his family a house out 
of  lumber he’d salvaged from a decommissioned WWII army barracks. A few 
years after that, they moved to Phoenix where he landed a job with Del Webb, 
then one of  the West’s largest construction companies, and gradually worked his 
way through the ranks, serving as superintendent on numerous housing projects 
around the state, including the first phase of  Sun City Arizona, the country’s 
first planned-retirement community. But on this day, the family was out for a 
weekend drive and a meal, enjoying some of  their slim disposable income. This 
roadside stand had a rattlesnake in an aquarium, sold sodas, Mexican jumping 
beans. My dad was there with his two younger brothers. He was eight years old.

Look at the horse’s eye—the blank mummy stare. Look at its mouth—its dry 
sunken shape. And my grandfather’s relaxed posture: instead of  leaning back 
in the saddle, straining to hold on, he’s leaning forward, the way you might 
when reaching across a dinner table to grab another biscuit. It’s a joke. The 
horse is stuffed. The only muscles flexed on Granddad’s body are the ones at the 
corner of  his mouth that form his mischievous grin. He’s playing a trick that he 
knows will replay on everyone who sees this photo for years to come. But there’s 
something deadly serious in the image too, a sense of  triumph in his smirk and 
posture, as if  he, even at his young age, knew that no matter how bumpy the 
ride had been and how rough it was going to get, he could hang on, could keep 
hold of  the reins and not get bucked off.

Thomas Gilbreath grew up poor but never hungry. Born in 1917, he was raised 
on a farm in southeastern Oklahoma, the second youngest of  thirteen children. 
He and his siblings did the bulk of  the farm labor, while his father, James 
Lee, ran a cabinet-making shop in the town of  Boswell. That was the family’s 
primary income, and the place where Granddad learned woodworking, but they 
raised cows for milk and beef, grew peanuts, kept a garden, pigs and chickens 
to trade and eat, and a smokehouse where they stored their meat. The family 
mules pulled their plows, and they also pulled the family wagon when they went 
to sell goods at the Saturday market. As a child, Granddad rode one of  those 

mules to his one-room elementary school, unsupervised, and tied it up outside. 
When he went out courting women as a teenager, he rode a horse. He met his 
wife Gertrude in their late teens, birthed my father and two more sons in quick 
succession.

Then, in 1941, Thomas followed that Okie tradition depicted in Steinbeck’s 
The Grapes of  Wrath and decided to move to California in search of  work. The 
family made it as far as Roswell, New Mexico. While passing through town, my 
grandfather somehow got a lead on a job at a nearby ranch—probably while 
chatting with locals at a café—and spent the next six months working as a 
cowboy. He didn’t know how to lasso, transport, or brand them, and didn’t own 
chaps or spurs, but he was a quick study.

My father doesn’t remember much about their time on the ranch, but he does 
recall trying to cross a large desert wash in their big black car. The wash was 
wide and sandy, and winter rains had filled it with a sprawling but shallow sheet 
of  brown floodwater. Granddad probably thought, “Ah, I can make this.” Then 
the engine died halfway.

Stranded between dry banks, Granddad stepped out of  the car and stood ankle-
deep in the stream. “Gurty,” he said, “you take the kids and all stay in the back 
seat,” then he opened all four doors so the water could rush through the interior 
rather than wash the car away. Granddad walked up the road to the ranch for 
help, and returned with a tractor and two cowboys.

When WWII broke out, the family moved back to Boswell. Home felt safe and 
familiar.

There was a common expression back then: “Write if  you find work.” Through 
a friend, Granddad landed a job at Douglas Aircraft in Tulsa, testing machine 
guns on B-29s and other bombers, but resources remained tight. During the 
heart of  WWII, nearly everything was rationed: cheese, butter, flour, rubber, 
metal, meat. In Tulsa, Dad’s family had a dog—no one remembers his name—
and every once in a while, the dog would come home with a live chicken in his 
mouth. “Mind you, you couldn’t get chicken in Tulsa during the war,” my dad 
says. “White rabbit was all you ate; it’s all they’d sell. So one night I go out in 
front of  our house, and there’s Granddad kneeling down next to this dog, trying 
to pry his mouth open to get this chicken out. He’s kneeling down and he looks 
up at me—his eyes really wide, smiling—and says, ‘You know Joe, as soon as this 
war is over, I’m going to break this dog of  this habit.’” If  Granddad knew where 
that dog was getting the chickens, he never admitted to it, but his family enjoyed 
those dinners. Granddad began drafting the designs for Douglas aircraft; then 
he was drafted into the Navy. When Gurty and the kids dropped him off  at the 
train station in Hugo, Oklahoma, they were terrified he wouldn’t come back 
alive. He hadn’t even completed boot camp when the Germans surrendered and 
war ended, though as Granddad liked to tell it: “They heard I was comin’.”

When he returned in August 1945, Granddad started building a little house 
for his family, using money he’d earned in the military. His sister Bess visited 
Boswell for Christmas in 1945 and told Granddad, “You outta come out to 
Arizona. It never rains. Sun shines every day. All the work you want.” Very 
few houses had been built during the war, since most raw materials went to 
planes, tanks, bombs, and munitions. With thousands of  soldiers returning from 
overseas, there was an enormous demand for housing. Granddad knew how 
to build houses. So he sold the one he was building, and five months later, the 
family was in Florence, Arizona. Ten years later, Granddad was working for Del 
Webb, building Sun City, and the family was living the good life in Phoenix.

“Never finished high school,” my dad likes to say of  his dad with a snicker. 
That’s what I see when I look at this photo: not a man impersonating a cowboy, 
but a cheerful embrace of  absurdity, of  the way life can turn everything around 
and upside down on you, as you could do to it. I see the unwavering smirk of  
someone who knew that you had to be a quick study to survive, to change plans 
when a better opportunity appeared, and to not be intimidated by all you didn’t 
know and just put on the cowboy hat when offered it, because sometimes you 
had to tell people, “Yes, I can do that,” and then learn how to do it before the 
day’s work began.
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Elegy for Lee
October 23, 2013 | by Aaron Gilbreath

In 1965, celebrated jazz trumpeter Lee Morgan released the song 
“Speedball” on his album The Gigolo. A year earlier, the title track 
from his album The Sidewinder had become the biggest hit in Blue Note 
Records’s history, reaching number twenty-five on the Billboard LP 
charts, even appearing on a Chrysler TV commercial during the World 
Series. Although “Speedball” never attained the commercial success of  
“The Sidewinder,” it endures as one of  Morgan’s best-known originals, 
and, with the possible exception of  Art Pepper’s album Smack Up, its 
title serves as the most barefaced allusion to the monkey on midcentury 
jazz’s back.

Drugs, risk, rebellion—this unholy trinity seems more evocative of  
rock-and-roll longhairs than clean cut men in suits, yet these dark 
elements remain central to the jazzman archetype established by 
Charlie Parker. Between the midforties and early sixties, tons of  
talented players were strung out: Art Blakey, Hank Mobley, Sonny 
Rollins, Miles Davis, Grant Green, Dexter Gordon, Jackie McLean, 
John Coltrane. If  Coltrane later provided a countervailing archetype—
the sober, spiritually aware, gentle genius—then Parker embodied 
creativity’s menacing, consumptive side. Morgan got lost between these 
poles. A promising, prodigy it-kid, he received his first trumpet at age 
thirteen. Five years later, he joined the Dizzy Gillespie Big Band. That 
same year, in 1956, he recorded his first Blue Note album as a leader, 
and soon after played on now legendary recordings such as Coltrane’s 
Blue Train, at age nineteen, and Arty Blakey’s Moanin’, at twenty. His 
own early output ranks as nothing short of  astonishing—eleven albums 
as a leader by age twenty-two—which is why his 1961 departure from 
Blakey’s Jazz Messengers takes on the sinister weight of  an omen.

Morgan returned to his hometown of  Philadelphia to kick heroin. 
When he returned to New York in 1963, he recorded his comeback 
album, The Sidewinder and, clean and sober, entered his most productive 
period, recording seventeen Blue Note albums over the next eight 
years, albums that featured the songs with which he will forever be 
connected, including “Ceora” and “Speedball.” But the trouble implied 
in that title never left him.

On February 19, 1972, Morgan was performing at an East Village 
jazz club called Slug’s. He and his longtime girlfriend, Helen More, 
had an argument between sets, possibly about Morgan’s infidelity, 

possibly about him trying to break up with her. Accounts vary. One 
has Morgan wrapping up a conversation with some people while his 
band waited for him on stage. Another account, from one of  Morgan’s 
close friends, and quoted in David Rosenthal’s book Hard Bop, has the 
trumpeter sitting at the bar between sets, having a drink with his new, 
young, attractive girlfriend. When More came up to speak to him, 
he led her over to a table and told her to stay there, then he headed 
back to the bar. More tried to talk to him again. “This time,” says his 
friend, “Lee took her by the shoulders and, without her overcoat or 
anything, marched her over to the door and put her out in the cold.” 
The temperature was five below zero. She had Lee’s pistol in her 
pocketbook.

In the first account, Morgan climbs onto the bandstand to perform, 
and More calls his name from the front of  the club. Lee turns to face 
her, and she shoots him in the chest in front of  everybody. When she 
aims the pistol at the doorman, he grabs her wrist and snatches the 
gun, then she starts to scream, “Baby, what have I done?” and runs 
toward Morgan. In Hard Bop, Morgan’s friend says that when More 
came back inside the club, she aimed the gun and shot Lee straight 
through the heart. “A little red stain came up on his shirt,” his friend 
says. “Then she realized what had happened and she was crying and 
hanging over him and screaming ‘Mogie’—that was what she called 
him—‘what have I done?’” Whatever went down, one thing is clear: 
she shot him, and he died within minutes. He was thirty-three.

http://www.theparisreview.org/blog/2013/10/23/elegy-for-lee/
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The Original House of  Pies: SoCal Comfort
July 19, 2012 | by Aaron Gilbreath

When the waitress set the slice of  strawberry pie in front of  me, I tried to contain my 
excitement. This moment was the culmination of  two years’ worth of  waiting, two years of  
longing and imagining my order and relishing memories of  the last time I ate here at the 
Original House of  Pies. I had first learned of  the place from a song.

There are no lyrics in the Friends of  Dean Martinez’s “House of  Pies.” Instead of  vocals, 
an electric guitar plucks the melody in sync with a heavy-bottom bass. It isn’t a catchy 
melody. There isn’t much to it. The tune mostly sets a mood. Under the guitar, brushes 
make slow circles across a snare drum, and a high lap steel whines its laconic counterpoint, 
casting a spell, like when heat and blinding sunlight make everything slow and heavy. 
Although it was recorded by a Tucson, Arizona, group, the song sounds the way summer in 
Los Angeles feels. The guy who wrote it, Joey Burns, was raised in L.A. and drew the song’s 
title from an East Hollywood restaurant.

I thanked the waitress, and she left me to savor my pie in private.

Opened in the Los Feliz/Griffith Park neighborhood in 1969, the iconic House of  Pies 
is one of  the sole survivors of  a short-lived chain that spread across greater Los Angeles 
during the late sixties and seventies, and filed for bankruptcy in the 1980s. It was the 
brainchild of  one Al Lapin, Jr., the creator of  the still-thriving International House of  
Pancakes chain, the one-time owner of  Orange Julius, and a man whose favorite pancakes 
were “the ones that sell.”

From the outside, the shop’s quirky architecture appears faintly retro without suggesting 
anything special: a squat, triangular cottage shape, a bit like a flat-sided cupcake, with 
plain, off-white walls. Between the Leonard Malin “Chemosphere” Residence and the Walt 
Disney Concert Hall, L.A. is filled with oddly shaped buildings. When measured against the 
innovative, Googie architecture that developed here during the mid-twentieth century—
Space Age structures such as Ship’s Coffee Shop and Johnie’s Broiler—House of  Pies seems 
as common as an In-N-Out Burger.

The interior isn’t anything striking either: tan walls, brownish carpet, slate and lichen-blue 
seats and trim. The word Bakery is etched into glass near the display case. Glass panes 
and brass poles separate booths. If  these resemble the generic markings of  a chain pie 
restaurant, there is still a welcoming air to the lack of  pretension, something both confident 
and friendly in its simplicity. It’s as if  its décor is teaching visitors a lesson: when you do 
something this good, you don’t need to dress up.

On an average day, House of  Pies has around forty flavors for sale: coconut cream, banana 
cream, Bavarian chocolate, vanilla custard, lemon meringue, Dutch apple, pecan. A menu 
hangs on the wall above the register, and a handwritten sign lists seasonal flavors like fresh 
summer strawberry and sweet potato in fall. My slice is enormous. Cream coats the top, 
mingling with the strawberries to create a red and white swirl. Tart and sweet, the berries 
were probably grown in one of  California’s innumerable berry fields, possibly over by 
Oxnard, or further up in Watsonville. Eating here always makes me wonder what the food 
used to taste like in 1969. Was the pie just as good? It seems impossible that anything this 
delicious could have been better.

Al Lapin knew the restaurant business. After a stint in the Army, he worked for the Federal 
Civil Defense Administration, where he learned how to deliver vital supplies during 

emergencies. Back in the civilian world, he recognized that he could make money delivering 
one of  the business world’s most vital supplies: caffeine. So he started a coffee cart business 
called Coffee Time, which sold urns of  hot coffee to Los Angeles offices.

During this period, Lapin saw Los Angeles–based fast food ventures like Taco Bell and 
McDonald’s rapidly expand throughout Southern California, so he began planning his own 
restaurant. After some research, he decided that pancakes and waffles had mass-market 
appeal, and in 1958 he and his younger brother Jerry invested $25,000 in a pancake joint 
in Los Angeles’s Toluca Lake district. Naming it the House of  Pancakes, the brothers 
selected the location in order to capture overflow from the busy, nearby Bob’s Big Boy 
restaurant. Using the Howard Johnson’s restaurants’ architecture as a model of  eye-catching 
design—brightly colored with a tall steeple—the House of  Pancakes used a chalet theme 
to stand out. It further distinguished itself  by selling unusual items: blueberry, boysenberry, 
and strawberry syrups, and avant-garde pancakes such as Brazilian banana, Danish 
Aebleskivers, Kauai coconut, and Tahitian orange-pineapple. To advertise the distinctive 
menu, the Lapins later added the “International” to the name. They initially tested their 
recipes in their mother’s kitchen.

As IHOP expanded through franchising during the 1960s, Al developed a conglomerate 
called International Industries, Inc. and expanded his subsidiaries. Headquartered 
in Beverly Hills, International Industries included retailers such as Michael’s Artist & 
Engineering Supplies, motels, and business colleges, as well as numerous food chains. At 
varying points in his career, Al owned the Copper Penny coffee-shop franchise, the Dog 
House hot-dog stands, Woody’s SmorgasBurgers, Wil Wright’s Ice Cream Shoppes. He 
even bought Orange Julius. With the lucrative pancake chain funding the parent company’s 
growth, Al decided to capitalize on another singular American dish: the pie. Back then, 
specialization was all the rage.

During the 1950s and ’60s, America’s expanding suburbs and highway system fueled the 
rapid explosion and evolution of  restaurants. Americans were driving cross-country now, 
and commuting to and from the suburbs. They needed convenient places to eat. Rather 
than offering a little bit of  everything like the classic New York diner, many restaurateurs 
took the opposite tack and focused their attention on one thing. Chains such as Village Inn 
and the Golden Nugget Pancake House specialized in breakfast. Chains such as Andersen’s 
Pea Soup specialized in “homestyle” dining. Other chains specialized in donuts (Dunkin’, 
Winchell’s), fried chicken (Church’s, Kentucky Fried) or, like Sizzler and Mr. Steak, beef. 
Sometime around 1965, Lapin launched the Original House of  Pies. Although a pie shop 
seemed to stand in direct competition with nearly every mother and grandmother in mid-
century America, Lapin’s sixty flavors gave him the advantage. The formula worked for a 
while.

By 1968, newspapers ads marketed a type of  franchising deal that granted franchisees the 
rights to multiple locations in a specific city. Stores began opening all over Los Angeles. By 
1971, there were thirty-two House of  Pies in the greater, metro L.A. area, from the coast to 
Orange County to the Inland Empire: five in the San Fernando Valley alone. Painted white 
with pink trim, the little cottage-shaped buildings beckoned customers with tall signs. A 
simple logo consisted of  a house with the symbol for pi in it, alongside the slogan “a unique 
coffee shop.” The chain’s promising start didn’t last long.

Financial problems and a dearth of  investors sealed House of  Pies’ and its parent 
company’s fate. Lapin sold his interest for $50,000 in 1973, and the pie outlets started 
closing. When the Hollywood Boulevard store shuttered around 1980, it left the Los Feliz 
store with the unfortunate title of  last Original House of  Pies in Los Angeles. (There are 
a few others still operating in Houston, Texas.) Now, along with its desserts and low-key, 
throwback charm, it’s that singularity which makes the restaurant an icon.

People film movies here. Natalie Portman shot scenes for No Strings Attached in 2010. 
Irritating paparazzi occasionally photograph celebrities carrying to-go bags out the door. 
Most customers, though, are just regular Angelenos.

Beside the register, the display case stretches toward the dining room, drawing your eye like 
an arrow to the “Please Seat Yourself ” sign. Rather than an expression of  disinterest, the 
sign’s brown, looping script reads as a friendly invitation: Hey there, make yourself  comfortable, 
welcome to your whipped-cream-filled living room. When the weather’s nice, you can sit on the 
patio along Vermont Avenue, and the weather’s usually nice. In the morning when I’m 
trying to wake up, I want conversation and some bustle, something to match the  effect of  
the caffeine I’m consuming, so I sit in a straight-backed chair at the counter. At night I want 
quiet, so I take a booth.

Sure, you can get gourmet pie flavors at Pie Hole downtown. You can get better coffee most 
anywhere. You can find more unusual egg breakfasts right across the street. But the burgers 
here are fat and delicious, the pies are unmatched. And House of  Pies is one of  those 
powerful places where no matter where you’re from or how you dress, you can come in and, 
for the duration of  a meal, feel united with strangers, shedding your background and your 
origins, and just be a person, united with all other people in a shared appreciation of  things 
simple and sweet.

http://www.theparisreview.org/blog/2012/07/19/the-original-house-of-pies-socal-comfort/


When I needed an article 
from the February 1963 
issue of the defunct 
travel magazine Holiday, 
I never questioned where 
to search for it. I picked 
up the phone and dialed. 
“Cameron’s,” said the 
voice on the other end.

Always afraid of saying 
something stupid and 
offending the store’s 
gruff owner, Jeff Frase, I 

described the item I needed in as few words as possible. In his dry, distant growl, 
Frase said, “One minute. Let me check.” He sounded annoyed. He put down the 
phone. When he returned moments later, he said, “Yeah, we have it.” How much? 
“Five dollars.”

Back in its heyday, big names wrote for Holiday: Steinbeck, Kerouac, Hemingway, 
Michener. Holiday was the magazine that commissioned E. B. White’s famous 
7,500-word essay, “Here Is New York,” in 1948, an essay later published as a 
best-selling book. It still stands as some of the best prose on one of the world’s 
most written-about cities.

Five dollars was a bargain. I asked if I could pick up the magazine on Saturday 
since I worked all week. Frase said, “It’ll be under the counter in the hold box, 
under your name.”

Founded by a stamp collector named Robert Cameron in 1938, Cameron’s Books 
and Magazines is Portland, Oregon’s oldest used bookstore, and it’s one of the larg-
est vintage magazine dealers in America. Cameron’s might be the largest. When 
asked for the store’s size, Frase said, “Oh, I don’t know. We could eyeball it, but—” 
He squinted and leaned forward against the counter. “Maybe forty to eighty foot 
wide at least, about twice that deep. That’s just the front room. There’s the upstairs.” 
He waved a finger overhead, tracing the seam where the ceiling meets the south 
wall. A long passage runs there, its dusty wooden boards lined with mid-century 
crime, sci-fi, and romance mass markets. He pointed to the room behind him. 
“And then there’s the magazines.”

How many magazines does he have?

“I really couldn’t say. I just usually tell people ‘Thousands and thousands.’”He stood 
with his arms crossed behind the cash register. “It’s a real niche market.”

There aren’t many stores left like his. A major 
one still exists in Skokie, Illinois, on the 
outskirts of Chicago, called Magazine Mu-
seum, formerly called Magazine Memories 
in Morton Grove. They have about 140,000 
magazines, one from as far back as 1576. 
“They used to buyfrom me,” Frase said. “If 
they got an order that they couldn’t fill, they’d 
buy what I had and sell it to the customers. 
I’m sure he’s got a website. If not, he’s got 
a real long—what do you call it—message 
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machine, message on his message machine thing.”

There was a store in Southeast Portland called Periodicals Paradise. They started 
on Belmont Boulevard, moved to Powell Boulevard, then to Hawthorne Boule-
vard, and then closed in 2006. They opened up again in a new location in the city’s 
Hollywood District in 2007,but cut their vintage magazine stock in half. Keeping 
twenty to forty issues of Life in-store got too expensive. Instead, they started stock-
ing about two issues and keeping the rest in storage.

Cameron’s is what some people call a hole in the wall. To many, it bears all the 
markings peculiar to the used bookstore species: cramped space, sweet musty 
smell, stock arranged in an idiosyncratic but functional system that sometimes 
confuses customers, with codes of conduct on handwritten signs taped to shelves 
and endcaps. One sign says, “No cell phone cacophony allowed.” Another, written 
by Frase’s daughter when she was seven, says, “Put away books are happy books.” 
All of which is to say that Cameron’s offers everything you want in a used book-
store: fair prices, individuality, as well as the books you came for and the books 
you didn’t expect to find. Very little has changed about Cameron’s over the years, 
except the luster of the paint. Frase affixes price tags to books by hand and doesn’t 
manage inventory with a computer.

Despite the rich assortment of general fiction, nonfiction, and vintage paperbacks, 
it’s the magazines that distinguish the store. Current back-issue titles such as Travel 
+ Leisure and Popular Mechanics are displayed upfront, and a staggering selection 
of collectible magazines in back. Everything from Life to Look to the Saturday 
Evening Post, shelved alongside titles you didn’t know or had forgotten existed, 
such as Argosy, American Boy, and Premiere. Many reside inside protective, plastic 
sleeves. To access the vintage magazine room, you have to ask permission. “Col-
lier’s magazine?” he’ll say in response to your inquiry. “Yeah, we have a few. Over 
here.” Then he’ll lead you under a “No Admittance” sign,through a doorway beside 
the cash register.

As independent bookstores come and go across the country and others become 
specialized to stay solvent, Cameron’s endures. The question is how. Are vintage 
magazine collectors numerous enough and sufficiently loose with their money to 
cover the store’s rent? Who’s buying used and vintage magazines anyway?

On that February day, I was.

I’d called Cameron’s because I was writing an essay about Miles Davis and needed 
a relevant article I’d spotted in a bibliography. The article was in Holiday. Unlike 
most modern glossies, Holiday hadn’t been digitized. To access content,I needed 
the original copy, which made me wonder: with countless titles like The New 
Yorker digitizing their archives, how did that affect the used magazine market? Do 
many people visit the store looking for magazines that haven’t been digitized, such 
as Holiday?

“Not many people ask for Holiday,” Frase said. “It’s only actually until recently that 
I ever bothered carrying it, because I fell heir to a couple of batches of them and 
decided to give it a shot. I’ve kind of looked through a couple of them. A lot of 
times, they’ll devote most of a whole issue to a certain locale—I’ve seen issues on 
Oregon and San Francisco—so I thought someone potentially might want those. 
So you put ’em out there and hope someone asks.” I did.

Turns out, I wasn’t the normal vintage magazine customer. Most of Frase’s custom-
ers buy vintage magazines as novelties and birthday gifts. They find an issue from 
around the date of a person’s birth, and mail it to them. They’re what some in the 
trade call “birthday issues.” These customers are regular people, not a collecting 
subculture. “And it tends to be sort of middle-class, middle-age, well-dressed 
people that are just looking,” Frase said, “you know, lookin’ for that gift that they 
can’t get anywhere else.”

Over the years, he’s learned to spot these customers. “You can tell,” he said. “What 
they’ll say is, ‘How close can we get to April 14th, 1952?’ or something like that, 
and then I’ll go check for ’em. First thing I ask is, ‘Is it for a man or a woman?’ 
because that sort of narrows down what I will show ’em.” Some ask for a particular 
magazine, like Life or Esquire, for their birthday issue, while others just focus on 
the issue date.The recipients love it. “Feedback I get, usually, is they love the ads 
and photos in them, love a lot of the articles, especially if you get someone that was 
born during the war years.”

The original owner of Cameron’s, Mr. Cameron, didn’t sell magazines. The store’s 
second owner, Fred Goetz, added the vintage stock in the 1970s. “Just seemed to 
be a market that no one else was dealing with locally at the time,” Frase said. So 
Goetz added them to diversify his stock and add another revenue stream. When 
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Goetz hired 30-year-old Frase as a part-time shelving clerk in 1982, he had already 
built the catwalk and shelving system in the backroom and was filling it with 
a growing assortment of vintage titles purchased from walk-in customers and 
estates. So Frase spent the next thirty years growing stock, building more shelves, 
and discontinuing certain titles while adding others.

Even though it was good business, Goetz’s decision to sell vintage wasn’t entirely 
financial. “He would pull out a Life magazine almost every lunchtime and spend 
a few minutes looking through it, then put a little ‘LA’ on the cover in pencil so 
he knew he’d already looked at that issue.” ‘LA’ stood for ‘looked at.’ He wouldn’t 
bother erasing the mark when someone bought the magazine. “It was so small it 
wouldn’t even be noticeable, just noticeable to him.”

Frase read a lot growing up, but he wasn’t a bookish kid, or looking for a career 
in the book business. He did maintenance work for an apartment management 
company but was laid off in 1982 during the Reagan recession, when work wasn’t 
easy to come by. The owner of The King of Rome Bookstore in the Sellwood neigh-
borhood hired him to fill in when he went on vacations. Goetz knew the guy Frase 
worked for in Sellwood, and Frase managed to parlay that into a recommendation 
that led to the job at Cameron’s. “By the end of the year,” he said, “Fred needed a 
manager, and we were getting along, so I just said, ‘Okay, fine.’”

When Mr. Goetz decided to retire in 1989 and sell the store, he gave Frase first 
crack at coming up with the money. Frase borrowed the down payment from his 
father and paid it off over ten years. Mr. Goetz continued to work for the store in 
his retirement, helping with back stock.

* * *
With more print magazines adding web content than they used to, and some 
like Newsweek and Spin abandoning print altogether, Frase has noticed a dip in 
modern used magazine sales. He would usually sell recent magazine issues within 
a month or two, but no longer. “Certain titles—there’s just no interest in it. That 
would be for things like Good Housekeeping, Ladies’ Home Journal, old-time, main-
stream titles,” he said. “Once a lot of titles are off the [news]stands, I don’t need to 
keep buying ’em. I usually have sufficient quantities.”

Some magazines are more resilient than others. “Vogue seems to be about as big 
as it ever was. Fashion magazines,” he said, “there’s still demand for those.” Rolling 
Stone vintage copies are still one of his top-sellers out front. And, even though it’s 
a magazine that many people discuss based on how far behind they are on their 
reading, used New Yorkers still sell well. “You never know what will sell and what 
won’t, but rock musicians tend to do pretty well. Of course, I can always sell Mari-
lyn Monroe stuff out there, certain baseball covers, sports heroes, and movie stars.”

To make the collectible magazine trade profitable, Frase employs specific strat-
egies. The most important is depth. He has to stock many weeks and years for a 
particular title; a couple hundred issues isn’t enough. It has to be decades’ worth. 
Frase keeps track of his Life magazine stock with a cover guide that he tore out of 
one of the magazine in the ’80s and laminated. When he sells an issue, he puts a 
mark through the cover with a grease pencil. That way he knows which issue to 
replace. “It’s crude but effective.” Life magazine published weekly, which means lots 
of issues to monitor. The only other titles where he tracks the issues are Playboy 
and National Geographic.

Recently, Frase has noticed women in their early twenties to thirties buying vintage 
Playboy as gifts for their boyfriends. He said that never used to happen, but added, 
“If you get ’em back to the ’70s, there’s a certain quaintness to them.”

Another magazine that has proven popular is Fortune from the 1930s and 1940s, 
which was a big magazine, square-bound, almost more of a large softcover book. 
“It was a gorgeous magazine back then. It cost a dollar when everything else cost a 
dime. There’s a lot of nice color lithographs and offset in it. All it took was one or 
two people interested, and they pretty much wiped me out. I’ve never ever been 
able to replace them.” Issues from the 1930s sometimes featured unusual tip-ins 
(materials inserted in between pages), such as fishermen flies and cigar bands. One 
issue had a double foldout of a German zeppelin that Frase sold for $75.

One of the most sought-after vintage magazines he stocks is a 1962 issue of Life. In 
it, the subscription card runs through the center binding, and comes out the other 
end as a double-sided baseball card. One side is Roger Maris, the other Mickey 
Mantle. It easily sells for a hundred dollars. And, in one of the biggest recent wind-
falls for Cameron’s, a forty-year-old man visited from British Columbia. He was 
looking primarily for 1920s and 1930s Saturday Evening Post and Collier’s, with 
the intent to scan the covers for an online archive. He spent about three thousand 
dollars in one visit.

Although he doesn’t market aggressively or have more than a modest web pres-
ence, Frase isn’t a Luddite. He has a laptop and cell phone. He uses e-mail. If he 
finds an op-ed in The Oregonian by a writer he likes and the piece is only available 
online, he’ll read it. He’s just not interested in using a Nook or Kindle. Someone 
came into the store once and tried to sell him a device.

“It was probably hot,” Frase said. He laughed at the thought of it. “Tried to sell 
me one, like, ‘What good would that do me?’ He didn’t really have an answer, just 
thought I would want one because I was a bookstore, but I told him to get out, in 
so many words. No, wait. I didn’t tell him to get out. I said, ‘Get that thing outta 
here.’” An unfiltered giddiness infused his laugher. “I mean, people come in and 
use them, and I don’t make snarky comments or anything like that. I’m sort of live 
and let live. But, you know, you hear a lot of stuff like, ‘I got a Kindle, but I still 
prefer the real thing.’ I just say, ‘Well, that’s good.’ I imagine I could come up with 
a few pretty snarky comments, but I hold my tongue. It doesn’t do ya’ any good to 
alienate anybody. If you can help it.”

Recently, I sold Jeff Frase some new issues of The New Yorker, The Economist and 
Travel + Leisure. He gave me three dollars in store credit. He used the edge of the 
counter to tear off a square of paper and scribbled “$3.00 credit” on it. I used it 
for a 1973 copy of Esquire, the 40th Anniversary Issue. I didn’t know I wanted it 
until I found it on the back shelf. The painting on its gatefold cover functions as 
a literary who’s-who of the era, albeit the typical literary boy’s club: Tennessee 
Williams, Gore Vidal, Nora Ephron, John Cheever, Ernest Hemingway, William 
Faulkner, Dorothy Parker, Philip Roth, Gay Talese, both Tom and Thomas Wolfe, 
John Updike, Saul Bellow, James Baldwin, Vladimir Nabokov, John Steinbeck, and 
Sinclair Lewis. The yellowing sticker on its cover was addressed to a subscriber 
named G H Sisson in Burlingame, California. The cover price: $2. I paid $7.50. 
Another bargain.

I’d also tried to sell Frase recent back issues of literary journals, but he said that, 
with the exception of Granta and Tin House, they don’t sell. Looking at the early 
issues of Glimmer Train and copies of defunct titles like Story, I could see he was 
right. “They just sit,” he said, “mostly forever.” With shelf space at such a premium, 
Frase has to allocate space to items with a better turnover. Ezra Pound said that lit-
erature is the news that stays news, yet despite the durability of literary magazines’ 
poems and stories, Rolling Stone and Post do better here.

While I browsed a shelf of used literary journals, Jeff answered a call from a man 
he seemed to know. They talked about magazines. The man was searching for one 
of a particular vintage, but Jeff didn’t have it in stock. “Yeah,” Jeff said, his voice 
pained. “Well, it comes through sometimes, but not much. No, not very much. 
Things like Argosy and that, yeah.” Through a gap in the makeshift shelves I saw 
him adjust his position behind the counter and uncross his arms. “I got a box of 
’em that I drag out for people that are interested,” he told the man on the phone. 
“Nineteen fifties are five dollars, forties are seven fifty, thirties are ten.”

I sat on the floor and flipped through old issues of Ploughshares and Story, but 
didn’t buy any.

After a pause, Jeff groaned and tilted his head. “Yeah, there might be one back 
there, but I can’t check. Normally I would, but today I got something to do so I 
have to split right at six. We close at six, but normally I would.” The caller then 
asked about Jeff ’s daughter, and the timber of his voice brightened. “She’s great,” he 
said. “A freshman. Older, like us.” He paused, listening to something the caller was 
telling him, then he said, “You know, I was just thinking about that the other night. 
It does fly by. It sure does.”

Photo by Aaron Gilbreath
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At dinner in Koreatown this past summer, a friend mentioned the King Eddy 
Saloon in downtown Los Angeles. I’d never heard of it. “It’s crazy,” she said. “You 
have to go.” She warned me that it could also be dangerous. The bar sits on the 
northwest corner of 5th and Los Angeles Street, where Skid Row’s edge overlaps 
with downtown’s creeping gentrification. Located on the ground floor of the 
historic King Edward Hotel, The King Eddy is the last original Skid Row bar still 
in operation, or what some call an authentic dive. LA’s Skid Row contains one of 
the largest permament populations of homeless people in the US, with estimates 
reaching as high as 5,000 residents. During the Prohibition, the saloon was a hub 
of alcohol bootlegging, and part of an enormous network of underground tunnels 
in downtown Los Angeles. After alcohol sales became legal again, novelist John 
Fante drank there, and poet Charles Bukowski drank and wrote there, too. “I’d 
come in and he was sitting over there, writing on his little scrap pad, making a 
poem,” said bar manager Bill Roller, age seventy-four. “I still have one of the origi-
nal ones that he threw away.”

Various blogs, newspaper articles and Yelp reviews paint a conflicting portrait 
of a bar populated by alcoholics, homeless people and fleabag hotel residents. 
Drug addicts and working class people drink side by side, along with prostitutes, 
drifters, ex-cons, transvestites, veterans, retirees, itinerant hipsters, regular 9-to-5, 
rent-paying locals, and an occasional tourist. One article mentions that the King 
Eddy was the favorite bar of Dez Cadena, one of Black Flag’s early guitarists and 
singers. A guy on Yelp describes the night he spent at Eddy’s talking with one of 
Bob Seger’s old drummers and a woman who acted in Up in Smoke. Other Yelpers 
describe “patrons who look like they could very well shank you if you talked to 
them funny,” yet in the LA Weekly, Bill Roller—who’s tended bar there for over 
thirty years and lives in the upstairs hotel—said of his patrons: “They’re not rowdy. 
We won’t let a rowdy crowd in. We ask them to leave. They don’t leave, we pick up 
the phone and have an escort get them out of here.”

As I researched the bar before my June visit, I realized that if all these descriptions 
were accurate, then the bar was a microcosm of LA itself, a mix of people who, 
despite great differences and tensions, somehow coexist. Also like Los Angeles,the 
place was too complicated to get an accurate read on.It sounded sketchy but 

feasible, insular yet welcoming, a secret spot in a city with few secrets. But the bar 
was no secret. Many Angelinos know about it, especially downtowners who live in 
nearby apartments and lofts, and there are more lofts going up each year. Not all of 
these downtowners, though, are comfortable enough to go inside.

In April 2012, Blogdowntown reported that a developer named Bristol 423 pur-
chased the King Edward, Baltimore and Leland hotels at a bankruptcy auction, 
with the intent of cleaning up the properties and neighborhood, along with the 
saloon. In order to draw a younger, artsy crowd, Bristol 423’s planned saloon 
improvements include “renovating the bathrooms, restoring the giant glass 
windows looking out onto the streets and raising the ceiling to its original height, 
which would match the lobby of the King Edward around the corner.” (It has now 
closed for those improvements; more on that later.) The bar added wi-fi for paying 
customers, and launched a website plus Facebook and Twitter accounts. Some bar 
regulars are uneasy about the changes, according to the Blogdowntown article:

Frank, who said he’s been coming “seven days a week” since moving 
into the hotel in the late ’80s, isn’t sure he will be sticking around for the 
changes, but admits he doesn’t know where that leaves him. “I’ve got a 
lot of friends here,” he said. “That’s the whole problem. This is the last 
reasonable bar, [price-wise].” Another regular customer sitting next to 
Frank, who wished not give his name, agreed and said it felt as if every-
thing was happening too quickly.

As a dive—before it closed for renovations—the King Eddy served some of the 
cheapest booze downtown. It was the last place you could order a whole pitcher 
of beer for $12, a shot for $3.50 and a bottle of Bud for $4. They also sold $4 micro-
waved cheeseburgers. (Prices had been lower, but rent went up.) A banner above 
the entrance advertised “The Best Dive Bar In Los Angeles.” The website listed 
their motto: “Where nobody gives a shit about your name.” To adapt, the King 
Eddy was starting to market its authenticity, a process which inevitably diminishes 
authenticity. In this age of heavy-duty lifestyle marketing and urban renewal, when 
does a dive cease to be a dive?

One Sunday in June around 11 a.m., I 
parked downtown and walked north 
toward 5th. Multiple signs on tall old 
buildings advertised their availability. 
“Film Here Loft With View” one said. 
“Location Filming Building and Alley,” 
said another. When I crossed over to 
Los Angeles Street, I entered a bustling 
Latin America: wholesale clothes 
and electronics, inexpensive zapatos. 
A radio in front of “Blanket World” 
blasted a song with a funky guitar line, 
and people lined up to order from the 
El Boli Hot Dogs lunch truck.Then, 

there it was, the King Eddy, seeming more like a film set than a real place, thanks 
to everything I’d read.

Yelp said that the bar opened at 11. It actually opened at 6 a.m. Various online 
sources described people standing out front, awaiting the click of the deadbolt so 
they could take their favorite seats. I saw none of that. I pushed open the door and 
eased into a snug warren of subterranean coolness. The air was moist, the interior 
dim. The bartender smiled and gave me a nod. “What can I get you, hon’?” I said 
hello and ordered a glass of iced tea. It was strong and tasted like the air smelled: 
tart and faintly mildewed, with an appealing astringency. I sat on a section of red 
vinyl at a table against the wall. The bar was quiet. TVs played sports on mute. 
There were ten customers, all but two of us seated at the bar.

A pudgy man in black slacks and a gray sweater sat at one corner of the bar, drink-
ing two cups of coffee. He wore a small mustache and stared at soccer while the 
man beside him drained a Budweiser bottle. “I miss the eighties,” the first guy said. 
“The clothes, the look, all that. You miss the eighties, Monica?”

The bartender leaned against the bar, texting. “No.”

He said, “You don’t? All that puffed up hair?”

An obese man sat alone to my left, his pale knees pressed against a walker. Wear-
ing a ratty blue t-shirt and baggy sweat shorts, he, too, drank two cups of coffee. 
“The only hair I comb,” he said, “is my pubic hair.”

“Gross,” said the bartender.
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The place fell silent. No one laughed. Was it even a joke?

Manager Bill Roller sat at the bar, nursing a drink. Wearing jeans and a white 
V-neck t-shirt, he had puffy eyes and walked slowly between the bar and food sta-
tion as if his joints hurt. He grabbed stable surfaces to brace himself. Occasionally 
he went outside to smoke.

A slow-moving woman in what may have been her early fifties pushed open the 
door and flooded the ground with white light. She took a stool at the bar and 
muttered, “A ham and cheese sandwich, please.” They were $3.50. She drank a draft 
beer while she waited, staring not at the two TVs in front of her, but at the door.

“You want pickles,” Monica said.

The woman said nothing, didn’t even move.

“Lady, you want pickles? Pickles?” Monica’s booming voice grew sharp but didn’t 
break the woman’s gaze. “Lady. Lady! Pickles?”

The woman turned to her right. “Huh?”

“Pickles?”

“What’s that?”

The bartender held up a pickle with a metal tong.

“Oh,” she said, in a slow, narcotized voice. “I like pickles.” As she faced the door, 
Monica released the pickle. When her sandwich arrived, she ordered two shots of 
tequila. All straight liquor comes in shot glasses at the Eddy. She drank the shots 
quickly then shuffled over to the smoking box. It looked just as one LA Times re-
porter had described: “the most carcinogenic sportscaster’s booth in history.” The 
woman lit up and sat in a haze of her own exhalations, crossing one leg tightly over 
the other and rubbing her neck. The bar used to offer sardine cans as ashtrays.

This is how it stayed for nearly three hours. Customers waved at people who 
walked in, pointed at others and made jokes. They went into the box to smoke. 
Divey as it was, there was nothing unnerving about the King Eddy on this day, and 
nothing spectacular. It was a neighborhood bar, welcoming and unassuming. An 
eclectic mix of people came to socialize and drink cheaply, not to be seen or live 
some conceived downtown lifestyle—and certainly not to experience something 
“authentic.” The interior bore the sort of clashing clutter that only decades of 
unplanned accumulation can produce.

Ten days after my visit, the Los Angeles Times reported that the bar had sold to new 
owners. On December 16, 2012, the owners threw a party and closed the King 
Eddy for renovations the next day. In addition to overhauling the interior and 
updating the bathrooms, the new owners would, as the previous owner said, “put a 
lot of money into it. They want a full kitchen with full food service, and they want 
to open up the facade and restore it to what it used to look like.” As the LA Times 
stated, co-owner Michael Leko “said the bar’s history was its biggest draw,” and 
that he was going to preserve the bar’s “mythical status.” In September, Leko told 
an Associated Press reporter that the new King Eddy will have drink prices that 
“complement the neighborhood.”

Whatever it is that makes a dive “authentic,” it isn’t just interior or location; it’s also 
price and clientele. Camaraderie and low prices are King Eddy’s main attractions. 
Higher prices will likely run off many regulars, which will dilute the very character 
that the bar markets. When it reopens in early spring, its Skid Row neighborhood 
will certainly remain impoverished, but with the pace of downtown revitalization, 
it likely won’t stay the skids for long. Hopefully those people on the street will find 
help at improved social services rather than find themselves run out of downtown 
by gentrification.

Many people romanticize squalor, especially the young. They want the forbid-
den. They want the mythic existence of Kerouac on the road or the adventurous 
hedonists in Trainspotting. They want so-called “colorful characters” to add flavor 
to their own lives, or at least to their nights out on the town, as a sort of human 
backdrop to their socializing. But there’s nothing appealing about being down and 
out, and there’s no romance to suffering.

That day in June, two men clinked their drinks and went into the smoking box. I 
sat and took this all in as the guy who missed the eighties told his friend, “I used to 
play pocket pool a lot. I kept losing ’cause the referee’s a dick.”

Then a voice directed at me: “Honey.” It was the bartender. “You gotta buy more 
than an iced tea if you’re going to sit there on your computer.” She was wiping 
down the counter in front of Frankie and staring right at me. I and my wi-fi-using 
laptop were the faces of gentrification.

I thought of what I could buy: a sandwich, some chips. A $4.50 plate of sausage, 
biscuits and gravy didn’t sound too appetizing, and I was too caffeinated to buy 
more iced tea. The music was now making eavesdropping difficult, soI laid a 
two-dollar tip on the counter and told her I’d split. “I don’t really drink.”

The blinding sunlight outside warmed my face and lit the front of Don’s Mart 
Wholesale Center in a caustic white. Shadows had shrunk up against the buildings, 
cowering in the heat like salted snails.

Hispanic families ambled by, browsing shop windows. Two little girls licked popsi-
cles with their mother, their tan toes peeking from pink sandals. Even though the 
sidewalk was dotted with cigarette butts and gum stains, the street wasn’t so gritty 
that you’d ever guess that further south and west, Skid Row residents passed their 
days sitting in doorways and on curbs, reading, sleeping, drinking and playing 
cards. From the calm movements of shoppers, you wouldn’t guess that later in the 
day, many people in Skid Row would line up for food at the missions, or that later 
still, those without rooms would set up tents on the sidewalk, and those without 
tents would build shelters from cardboard, or simply lay their bedding on the dirty 
concrete.
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Cannon and Delancey, looking west. (Photoillustration Tablet Magazine; map NYPL

I’d lived in the New York area an entire year when my grandmother 
asked me if  I’d ever visited Flushing, the Queens neighborhood where 
she’d once lived. I told her I hadn’t. When she asked why, I mentioned 
the distance from my apartment in Yonkers to her old house at the end 
of  the 7 train. But a chronic lack of  time wasn’t the only reason I hadn’t 
gone. I also feared draining the house of  its symbolic meaning.

Although I grew up in Phoenix, I’d heard about my New York roots all 
my life. There was Cannon Street on the Lower East Side, where my 
grandmother was born. There was Canarsie, Brooklyn, where my moth-
er was born. And there was Flushing, where my mother’s family had its 
first house, the house where they lived until escaping to the Southwest in 
1969. Even in the scorching desert, Grandma Sylvia and Uncle Sheldon 
referenced the Flushing house, a five-bedroom stand-alone with a yard, 
as if  it were down the street. The talk was always about how the area 
was partially rural when they moved there from Brooklyn in 1950, about 
the large Jewish and Italian populations, and how Flushing hosted the 
World’s Fair in 1939 and 1964. “When we moved there,” Grandma liked 
to say, “it was the country, and we were moving up in the world.” Each 
of  these homes formed one locus in the triad of  sacred places that de-
fined my family’s mythology. Like their loud voices and Yiddish sayings, 
their history formed part of  my identity: No matter how little I really 
knew about New York for the one year I lived there, I could always say 
that “my family is from here.”

Like the children of  many European Jewish immigrants, my grand-
mother was born in a tenement. “Cannon Street, 96 Cannon Street,” she 
said over and over throughout my life. “I can still picture it in my mind.” 
When she was 2 or 3, in the early 1920s, her family moved to Browns-
ville, Brooklyn, on the other side of  the East River. By then, Brownsville 
had acquired a reputation as a notorious Jewish slum rife with organized 
crime, yet in the words of  Grandma Sylvia, “It was an upgrade.”

The closest I’d ever been to Brownsville was Alfred Kazin’s memoir A 
Walker in the City, partly about growing up in Brownsville in the decades 
before the Great Depression. But my grandmother’s childhood secured 

Pilgramage to the Vanishing Streets of 
My Grandmother’s Lower East Side

My family’s history gave me a pedigree as a Jewish New Yorker—until  
a visit revealed how quickly the past disappeared

by Aaron Gilbreath

her and my place in the great story of  the Jewish-American Diaspora, 
the saga of  migration, alienation, aspiration, assimilation, which is itself  
a quintessential New York story. Tenements, the Williamsburg Bridge, 
upward social mobility via eastward borough mobility—the touchstones 
of  her early life are now the easy symbols of  the immortal Gotham tale, 
elements so familiar that they have become clichés. Yet for someone born 
in the American West like me, her cultural DNA seemed to provide my 
pedigree as a Jewish New Yorker.

In 2007, less than a year after I’d moved back to Phoenix, I visited New 
York to see jazz saxophonist Sonny Rollins play a historic concert, and I 
decided at last, at age 32, to make a pilgrimage to reclaim my heritage.

 * * *
Rather than travel all the way to Flushing, I decided to find my grand-
ma’s birthplace on the Lower East Side. Unfortunately, Cannon Street 
didn’t appear on the maps I checked. Everyone I asked responded with 
some variation of, “No, never heard of  it.” This was before Google Maps 
became sophisticated, but research revealed the street’s general location: 
It was down by the Williamsburg Bridge, not far from the East River. 
Grandma had always said she was born by the Williamsburg Bridge. The 
street had to be somewhere nearby.

Cannon Street sits in that easternmost corner of  the city where the 
great curve of  lower Manhattan Island—the tip of  which was known 
as Corlears Hook during Dutch and British times—breaks SoHo and 
Chinatown’s orderly grid into a wedge of  sideways streets. The FDR 
winds by like some gray buoyant boom trying to keep the neighborhood’s 
innards from spilling into the East River, while Delancey Street funnels 
traffic into Brooklyn. Delancey is one of  the main filaments that holds to-
gether this edge space of  triangles and trapezoids. Other than residents, 
few yupsters or shoppers have reason to venture this far. There’s no 
good Chinese food here, no row of  art galleries or boutiques. All of  the 
Lower East Side’s remaining ethnic landmarks—Guss’s Pickles, Kossar’s 
Bialys—are further west. But I had a reason. This sense of  purpose and 
provenance filled me with an almost smug privilege as the B train rattled 
down its tracks toward Houston Street.

I got off  at Broadway-Lafayette and walked to Katz’s Delicatessen. 
Katz’s may be a culinary landmark, but it’s also a symbol of  the neigh-
borhood’s Jewish history. I ordered an oversized brisket sandwich heaped 
with mustard and sauerkraut and three fat pickles. Even this lunch, I told 
myself, was part of  my heritage.

The Lower East Side was ground zero of  the Jewish Diaspora, a 
homeland before Israel, for it was here that many of  the Jews who fled 
Europe’s anti-Semitism in the late 19th century and early 20th centu-
ry started their new lives. Like most new immigrants, Jews associated 
largely with fellow Jews, acclimating to their new home by seeking the 
old country’s food, language, and customs. The Lower East Side became 
a neighborhood where, in the words of  historian Hasia R. Diner, “Jews 
lived in a universe of  almost total Jewishness.” Yiddish was primarily 
spoken; the hybrid language helped bridge communication gaps between 
Russians, Germans, and Poles. It also helped create “a foreign land right 
in the midst of  America.” In 1900, these Jewish tenements contained 
640,000 people in one square mile, the densest population at that point 
in history.

From Katz’s I walked south on Essex, once a major local thoroughfare, 
and east on Delancey. The further I walked, the less hopeful I became. 
Because my grandma’s dementia was worsening, I wondered if  she might 
have mixed up location details. The neighborhood was depressing, an 
industrial forest of  brown, brick projects and a few small trees, hardly a 
historic or visibly distinguished area.

In the shadow of  one project, I asked a young man for directions. “Can-
non Street?” He squinted his eyes. “Nah, man,” he said. “And I’ve lived 
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here pretty much my whole life.”

I continued east, toward the thick scent of  river water blowing between 
buildings. Then it appeared: a tiny green sign to my right listing Cannon 
Street. I turned to face it. Cannon was less than half  a block long. It was 
sandwiched between a parking garage and an elementary school, and 
there were no tenement buildings here, no historic residences of  any 
kind, only rows of  projects rising in every direction, indisputably Soviet 
in their bleak utilitarianism.

I straightened my posture and walked along Cannon. Craning my neck 
in search of  addresses, I scanned the garage’s weathered back side, 
staring as if  the building would suddenly fade into a tenement the longer 
I looked. In a matter of  steps the street ended at Broome, and I turned 
back around. I must have appeared confused, because a man standing on 
the front stairs of  the school asked if  I was looking for something. “Yeah, 
96 Cannon Street,” I said. “My grandma was born there in 1919, and I 
wanted to see the building, take a picture for her. Know where 96 would 
be?”

He descended the steps and stood beside me, shaking his head. “This is 
all the Cannon Street there is.” He waved his arm north to south. “From 
that to that.” He introduced himself  as Norris, the superintendent of  
Florence Nightingale Elementary, P.S. 110. “Most likely they tore yours 
down to build that,” he said, pointing to the closest brown tower. “Hard 
to say.”

He offered to show me the blueprints and old area photos that the school 
kept on file. “We’ve got ’em upstairs,” he said. “Any other day, just tell 
me the next time you’re coming.” He liked the idea that I’d come to 
take photos for my grandma and to understand our family history. “My 
grandmother,” he said, “lived to be 104. And my son—he’s 30 now—
went to school right here.” After we shook hands, he went inside and left 
me wondering what to do. So, I photographed the street and the school, 
even photographed the projects and garage, all of  it and its meaning 
dwarfed by the soaring steal mass of  the bridge. I stood and stared. This 
was a weird little street.

Cannon wasn’t Manhattan’s shortest street. That title often went to 
Weehawken in the West Village, though some argued that Moore Street, 
in Battery Park, was shorter. Others said Edgar Street downtown was 
the shortest, though thanks to its size and configuration, Edgar hardly 
resembled a street, more just the lanes feeding a parking structure. But I 
didn’t care about those obscure names. They were bits of  someone else’s 
mythology.

I shuffled back down Lewis, feeling thwarted in a way beyond defeat. 
What had I expected? To walk past Essex and find a preserved tenement 
etched with a large bronze “96,” in a streetscape like those described in 
Joseph Mitchell’s McSorley’s Wonderful Saloon? This wasn’t a Martin Scors-
ese film set. This was the other quintessential New York story, the story 
of  New York the recycler, New York the perpetually reborn.

As Cynthia Ozick said in the opening lines of  her New Yorker essay “The 
Synthetic Sublime”: “More than any other metropolis of  the Western 
world, New York disappears. It disappears and then it disappears again; 
or say that it metamorphoses between disappearances, so that every 75 
years or so another city bursts out, as if  against nature—new shapes, 
new pursuits, new immigrants with their unfamiliar tongues and worried 
uneasy bustle.” In Through the Children’s Gate, Adam Gopnik expressed this 
phenomenon another way: “There is always a new New York coming 
into being as the old one disappears.” Which is also true of  ideas: Hun-
dreds of  writers and thinkers have stated this same simple fact in their 
own way countless times before, because my sense of  loss, and the city’s 
fundamental dynamism, exists on a continuum of  loss and gain stretch-
ing back through the modern waves of  immigration, to the Indians who 
lost their land to the Dutch. I shouldn’t have needed to traipse all the way 

down Delancey to discover this, the obvious truth of  countless New York 
books and movies. But it wasn’t truth that I was after.

I’d assumed I was trying to educate myself  about my origins, yet only 
after circumstance deprived me did I realize my true goal. I wanted to 
feel that I finally belonged to this city, to relate as something other than 
a fleeting, one-time commuter who forged his own fabricated rootedness 
from other peoples’ stories. I wanted to feel that there was more to my 
connection here than an aging bloodline. If  I could touch some part of  
the old metropolis—a house, a brick, just one iconic building like the 
ones on nearby Pitt Street—I could truly inhabit the family triptych and 
tell myself  and everyone thereafter, “That is where I’m from.” Instead, all 
I had was another clichéd Gotham story—the failed pilgrimage—as well 
as the old one: my grandmother, daughter of  immigrants.

* * *
A few years later, on a frigid winter day, I tried another pilgrimage—
this time to Flushing. I pulled up my coat collar and stepped from the 
7 train into a bustling streetscape. Bright banners overhung storefront 
windows, their Chinese characters trailing vertically alongside melting 
sleet. Thanks to recent immigration from all parts of  China, Flushing 
now housed the second-largest Chinatown in the city, second only to the 
one in lower Manhattan. It was a thriving, fascinating place. My mother 
wouldn’t recognize it, though she would love to see it.

I ate hand-pulled noodles in the Chinese food court of  the Golden Mall 
and studied my map. When I returned to the surface, though, I recon-
sidered my plan. It was late. The bus route I’d mapped to the Flushing 
house was too convoluted to be much use at this hour. The distance was 
too far to walk, the air too frigid. My best bet was a cab, although in rush 
hour traffic, a ride would be expensive. It seemed wasteful to come this 
far and not visit the house, even tragic, yet I still refused to go. After the 
previous disappointment at Cannon, I wasn’t eager for another letdown. 
And really, what was there to see? My grandmother’s birthplace was 
gone, and even though my mother’s childhood home still stood, what did 
I expect it to show me? The Jewish-Italian Flushing wasn’t the Flushing 
of  these Chinese residents any more than modern Flushing was my 
mother’s. Yellow cabs lined the street, but rather than flag one, I returned 
to the 7 train. And even as I did it, I thought of  that day at Cannon.

Projects loomed around me. A pigeon flapped down the street. Instead 
of  walking toward Brooklyn and the river, I walked the other way, toward 
Kossar’s Bialys and away from an idea that would remain, like so much 
of  this city to those of  us who never really lived here, a myth, bits of  
someone else’s childhood, yet still central to my own.

A different version of  this essay originally appeared in Black Warrior Review.
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O N  L E O N A R D  G A R D N E R ’ S 

Fat City
A A R O N  G I L B R E AT H

When Farrar, Straus and Giroux first pub-
lished Leonard Gardner’s Fat City in 1969, 
the novel created a bit of a stir. A reviewer 
for the Atlanta Journal said the book was 
“destined to become a classic,” calling it “a 
novel more moving than any I can recall in 
a decade.” The Cleveland Plain Dealer called 
Gardner “a craftsman of the first magni-
tude.” There were comparisons to Twain 
and Melville. The novel was nominated for 
a National Book Award, and in 1972, John 
Huston directed Gardner’s screen adapta-
tion of Fat City into a well-received film. 
Then Gardner fell off the radar. Sure, in 
1988 he turned one of his short stories—
from a 1965 issue of the Paris Review—into 
a low-budget movie called Valentino Returns, 
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story unfolds in equally dismal locations: 
musty gyms, dark bars, gas stations, Grey-
hound buses. The gritty settings enrobe 
the story in a desultory fuzz reminiscent of 
John Fante’s Ask the Dust and Denis John-
son’s Jesus’ Son, except, unlike those books, 
here the motel life has neither the air of 
blithe nostalgia nor the ethereal sheen of 
a morphine dream. Whatever redemp-
tion Gardner’s characters find comes in 
the form of their resolve. Perseverance 
is success in Fat City, not a championship 
belt or escape from the poorhouse. These 
troubled souls don’t ask for pity, and there-
fore one does not pity their desperate sta-
tions so much as celebrate their tenac-
ity. This sympathetic reading stems from 
the author’s skillful rendering— Gardner 
doesn’t pander. His touch is tender, his 
treatment compassionate, yet his vision 
remains as dutifully realistic as any camera. 

Subtlety and tenderness aren’t qualities 
one might expect from a so-called “boxing 
novel.” Then again, to label this a boxing 
novel would be no less accurate than call-
ing John Coltrane “just a sax player.” Box-
ing is the window dressing. Fat City’s true 
subject is the way life pits a person’s hopes 
against his abilities, and the ways in which 
people deal with the ensuing disappoint-
ment, which is to say, the book is about 
endurance, that peculiar drive innate not 
strictly to men with powerful uppercuts, 
but to all living things: the will to survive. 
Fat City meticulously depicts the way we 
all fight—or succumb to— what Gard-
ner calls “the desolate reality of defeat.” 
That’s no simple boxing metaphor; that’s 

and he had a cameo in Francis Ford Cop-
pola’s Tucker, playing a character known 
only as the “Gas Station Owner.” But if 
Gardner kept writing literary fiction, he 
published none of it. While Gardner’s vis-
ibility shrunk, Fat City grew into one of the 
great sleeping giants of modern literature, 
a slim volume that evokes as much reverie 
in its devotees as Charles Portis’s Norwood, 
Barry Hannah’s Ray, and Frederick Exley’s 
A Fan’s Notes. If there’s any justice in this 
crazy world, Fat City will secure Gardner’s 
place in that legendary pantheon of one-
book authors alongside Harper Lee, Ralph 
Ellison, and Emily Brontë.

Fat City is, on the surface, the braided 
narratives of two boxers in Stockton, Cali-
fornia: Ernie Munger, an eighteen-year-
old greenhorn who hopes his natural talent 
will lead to a professional career, and Billy 
Tully, a worn-out twenty-nine-year-old 
whose glory days are behind him. Work-
ing odd farm jobs and sleeping in fleabag 
hotels, Tully drinks in order to endure the 
painful realization that “the peak of his life 
. . . had gone by without time for reflection, 
ending while he was still thinking things 
were going to get better.” Conversely, 
Ernie’s future lies unformed ahead of him; 
if Ernie represents all the squashed hopes 
and delusions of Tully’s youth, in Tully, 
readers see the disappointments looming 
in the young man’s future. 

You can tell from the first pages that 
this isn’t going to be a buoyant book. It 
starts inside Tully’s flophouse room—the 
fifth hotel room he’s inhabited in the year 
and a half since his wife left him—and the 
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the universal truth of blood and bone, 
the essential nature of our shared human 
experience.

Like so many of my favorite things, I 
discovered Fat City by accident. During 
my mid-twenties I became fascinated by 
the region in which Stockton sits: Cali-
fornia’s Central Valley. Following my first 
visit in 1995, I had to read and know 
everything about the place: natural history, 
Spanish exploration history, early settlers’ 
accounts, native plant names. Sometimes 
my intellectual interests border on loony, 
or at least, their ferocity resists expla-
nation. It isn’t like the Central Valley is 
some overlooked Big Sur. This flat, smelly, 
rural landscape is scorching in summer, 
foggy in winter, and devoid of significant 
topography—what most interstate travel-
ers consider a four-hundred-and-thirty-
mile-long roadside bathroom break. It’s 
the largest raisin-producing region in the 
world, if that tells you anything. Yet while 
other college kids guzzled margaritas on 
Mexican beaches, I spent some of my 
spring breaks hiking tiny, derelict natu-
ral areas between Bakersfield and Sacra-
mento. Highway 99: A Literary Journey through 
California’s Great Central Valley, one of the 
many anthologies I took to help pass time 
in motel rooms and truck stops, includes a 
selection of Gardner’s novel. I never read 
it. I was so busy devouring John Muir’s and 
William Henry Brewer’s historical explo-
ration accounts that I routinely neglected 
fiction. When I bought California Heartland, 
another anthology, I came across one of 
Gardner’s short stories, entitled “Christ 

Has Returned to Earth and Appears Here 
Nightly,” originally published in 1965 in 
the Paris Review. I ignored that, too. 

Fourteen years later, I got a job at Pow-
ell’s Books. Other interests joined my Val-
ley obsession and opened me up to the 
pleasures of fiction. Then Fat City popped 
up on the sidebar of the Powell’s Web site. 
The University of California Press had 
republished Fat City as part of its California 
Fiction series, which includes such novels 
as Carolyn See’s Golden Days and James D. 
Houston’s Continental Drift. Joan Didion’s 
blurb says Gardner’s novel affected her 
“more than any new fiction I’ve read in a 
long while.” That sold me, but it was the 
Stockton setting that grabbed my atten-
tion. I kept thinking: Stockton? Nobody set 
novels in Stockton. It’s a sprawling, back-bay Valley 
town known mostly for its high crime rate and deep-
water ship channel. It seemed this Leonard 
Gardner shared my obscure regional inter-
est. Were it not for this Valley connection, 
I would never have noticed the book. But 
I bought it and became a Gardner disciple, 
only later realizing that all these years a 
selection had been with me in Highway 99.

In addition to making Gardner a per-
fect fit for the infamous one-book pan-
theon, Fat City also fits squarely within the 
Central Valley literary canon, a regional 
body of work that few people, even Cali-
fornians, know exists. Composed of work 
written about the Valley, as well as work 
written by Valley residents, this canon 
includes poets such as Philip Levine, Law-
son Fusao Inada, and Larry Levis; the fic-
tion writers William Saroyan, William 
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Haslam, and Gary Soto; and nonfiction 
writers such as Maxine Hong Kingston, 
David Mas Masumoto, and Richard Rodri-
guez. It also includes historical pieces such 
as Thomas Jefferson Mayfield’s Indian Sum-
mer and Mark Twain’s “The Eternal Sum-
mer of Sacramento” from Roughing It. Frank 
Norris’s 1901 historical novel, The Octopus, 
is arguably one of three Valley opuses, 
though Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath is 
unquestionably king. Even Didion contrib-
uted to the Valley canon, with her incred-
ible essay “Notes from a Native Daughter,” 
about growing up in Sacramento.

Despite the gritty streets and char-
acters’ many failures, most everyone in 
Fat City hunts for the small pleasures 
that make life’s turbulent froth bearable, 
whether it’s a bottle of Thunderbird or a 
liaison on a levee. Even when they have 
only feeble sports aphorisms and flawed 
logic to propel them, the sense of tenac-
ity—the absolute hunger of their need to 
carry on—rings true, as when the teen-
age boxer Buford Willis tells Ernie, “‘If 
you want to win bad enough you win.’” It’s 
so foolish to believe that hope alone can 
make our desires manifest, yet there’s an 
affecting resonance to such locker room 
talk, something terrifyingly familiar: hope, 
and the need to cling to it at all cost. Had 
Gardner written the story of his literary 
career into one of his novel’s characters, 
we might find it tragic: One book from 
such a talent? That’s it? Such is the mysti-
fying legacy of the one-book author. Spill-
ing praise and allusions to his promising 
future, it’s too easy to perceive Gardner as 

a sui generis talent who should have gone 
on to write numerous follow-up works of 
equal power. But to me, writing one book 
this powerful is accomplishment enough. 
Maybe Gardner, like Ernie, still clings to 
hope. Or maybe what Gardner wanted 
“bad enough” was to write one perfect 
novel. As the Kansas City Star said, “Prob-
ably there isn’t a living novelist who, if he 
were honest with himself, would not be 
proud to have written Fat City. That’s how 
good it is.” 



Dear Diary,

During a recent trip to the city, I stopped by a stylish eyewear 
store in SoHo to buy sunglasses. I left with a pair of black 
wire frames.

“Just the frames?” the clerk said before running my credit 
card.

I lied: “I’ll order the prescription lenses later.”

I didn’t need lenses. My eyes were close to 20/20. I only 
wanted the glasses.

To my surprise, the neighborhood’s elegance and youth had 
aroused my vanity. A sudden need to fit in overtook me, a 
desire to appear cooler, artier and more culturally influential 
than I am. I wanted the world to see how I felt: bookish, 
cerebral, literary, well read. Instead, I walked around that day 
viewing Manhattan through clear plastic lenses and feeling 
ridiculous.

I’m a bald 38-year-old who works retail and hasn’t had 
health insurance since 2006. Reading numerous books and 
magazines made me bookish. Writing made me literary. 
Wearing cosmetic frames made me a fraud. Even if a few 
subway commuters shot me interested glances as if falling for 
my hoax, I knew the truth.

The day before my flight home, I returned the frames. It was 
one of the more tawdry things I’ve done, but it was liberating. 
Exercise, regular haircuts, tailored clothes, a healthy diet — 
looking good matters. But if I couldn’t take myself seriously, 
my appearance seemed pointless.

My artifice wasn’t New York’s fault, it was my own. But the 
city helped me see the value of authenticity more clearly than 
any prescription glasses could.

METROPOLITAN DIARY

The Real Man Behind the Fancy Frames
By aaron gilbreath  OCTOBER 31, 2013, 8:41 AM 
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Choice Cuts
web exclusives | aaron gilbreath

L: Roy Orbison and Rufus Thomas records -- from 99 Cent Records; R: Lonnie 
Mack -- from Russel Quan (of the band The Mummies)

Even vegetarians can appreciate good chicken metaphors. In early Blues, 
R&B, and rock and roll, Gallus gallus domesticus proved a pliable and ver-
satile stand-in for limber legs, funky dance moves, cowardly lovers, and 
sexual positions. A partial list of  chicken-themed songs would include 
Link Wray’s legendary “Run Chicken Run,” Louis Jordan’s “Ain’t No-
body Here But Us Chickens,” Amos Milburn’s “Chicken Shack Boogie,” 
Lightnin’ Hopkins’s “Henny Penny Blues,” and Andre Williams’s “The 
Greasy Chicken.” Taken alone, the titles are amusing, but below their 
plucked skin lies evidence of  the hardscrabble, rural world in which these 
songs were written.

The South—birthplace of  Blues and rock and roll—remained largely ru-
ral during the early twentieth century. People kept livestock and gardens. 
Bluesmen often worked on farms, and many musicians who later built 
careers in big cities grew up in the country. Naturally, agrarian elements 
appeared in their art. Biscuits, boll weevils, and tar paper shacks all make 
appearances, yet few motifs seem as widespread as the lowly chicken. 
Chickens are cheap and easy to raise. They produce both eggs and meat. 
Their appearance and personality lend themselves to parody and comic 
representation, generating such familiar phrases as “don’t be a chicken,” 
a reputation captured in Roy Orbison’s “Chicken-Hearted.”

Also, the bird’s signature strut resembles human dance. “Come on 
baby, do a chicken, chicken walk,” sang Hasil Adkins in his classic 1956 
rockabilly clucker “Chicken Walk.” Still, one can’t help but wonder why 
hogs didn’t enjoy equal musical popularity. Mid-century rural Southern-
ers kept hogs in great number, and they seem easy to caricature. Why 
no “Hog Jowl Blues?” And why no vegetable-themed songs, maybe a 
“Shucked-Bean Boogie?” With the ubiquity of  health-food options today, 
I can imagine a modern urban analog might be “Mock Chicken Blues” 
by The Vegan Soy Stompers.

L: Link Wray -- from Garage Hangover blog; R: Louis Jordan -- hytam2 via Flickr

http://www.gastronomica.org/choice-cuts/
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Predicament You’re hiking alone and crossing a knee-high stream 
on a cold, rainy day when you slip on a mossy rock and fall back-
ward into the icy water. You reach the opposite bank—but you, your 
clothes, and your pack are totally soaked.

LifeLine  Your biggest worry is hypothermia, which can kill in temps 
as high as 50°F when you’re wet. Strip down, wring out clothes, 
then put them back on (if you don’t have dry ones). “The water 
in dripping wet clothing will suck the heat out of your body much 
more than damp clothing,” says Gordon Giesbrecht, PhD and the 

co-author of Hypothermia, Frostbite, and Other Cold Injuries. Wring 
out the rest of your clothes and layer them on, saving waterproof 
gear for the outer layer to protect from wind and rain. 

Make a fire, if possible. If not, pitch your tent and take shelter. 
Get on top of a sleeping pad to insulate from the cold ground. If 
your sleeping bag is synthetic, wring it out completely and get in 
(a wet down bag loses its ability to insulate). Maintain body heat 
with food and exercise until the weather improves enough to walk 
out. Snack on foods with sugar, fat, and protein (like gorp with 
chocolate), sip a hot drink, and do sit-ups or push-ups in your bag. 

SUrViVe tHiS

emergency bLaze  Look for dry wood and LeaVeS Under tHick Vegetation or downed LogS.

wet and cold 
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My fictional fantasy: Finally, a 
world where writers matter!
I was once among those who scoffed at writers’ 
conferences. Then I attended AWP and felt 
powerfully transformed.

AARON GILBREATH

Jennifer Egan, Jonathan Franzen, Colson Whitehead (Credit: AP/Henny Ray Abrams/
Reuters/Joaquin Sarmiento/Knopf/Erin Patrice O’Brien)

Writers are an easy mark. Announcing the arrival of  the AWP Conference 
& Bookfair in Seattle last week, the city’s weekly paper, The Stranger, 
described attendees as “verbose, bedraggled, and socially inept,” all of  
which are often true of  people with solitary pursuits, but which still 
constitutes a lazy characterization. Like everyone who gets flattened by 
stereotype, there is so much more to aspiring and established writers than 
broad comic brushstrokes. I say this as much for others as for myself.

I had long dismissed the annual gathering of  the Association of  Writers 
& Writing Programs as a tediously academic ritual centered around 
networking, selling and those formally constrictive events called “panels.” 
AWPs are often in convention centers. I didn’t start writing to hang out in 
convention centers. I’m not a pharmaceutical rep. Plus, I doubted that the 
institutionalization of  a creative endeavor could do any good to the quality 
of, and the Olympian effort required to make, what we call literature. AWP 
smelled suspicious. It was also easy to dismiss when it was held in cities so 
far away as to render it cost-prohibitive.

I’m a West Coast freelancer, house sitter and retail clerk. I can’t afford 
annual stays in Boston, New York and Chicago. This year the conference 
took place in Seattle, though, a breezy three-hour drive from my home 
in Portland, Ore. A friend I hadn’t seen in years was attending. Literary 
magazine editors who’d published my essays were attending. Proximity 
and free lodging made AWP a presence I could no longer ignore. And 
after finally attending — after four straight days of  author readings, book 
fairs, parties and perpetual conversation — I realized how much of  the 
richness of  humanity I’d ignored with my stereotyping. These, my own 
people — and I’d dismissed them! Even as a part of  the tribe, my cynicism 

with the profession (a profession that, as publisher Richard Nash put 
it in one panel, is perched atop a hobby) and the routine administrative 
frustrations (pitching, submitting, constant rejections) can overwhelm my 
sense of  camaraderie, but this weekend showed me how wrong I had been 
about AWP. The convention didn’t feel like a hive of  13,000 networking 
sycophants as much as a camp-out with kindred spirits.

* * *

According to Alec MacGillis’s recent New Republic piece, American fiction 
writers are often characterized as people who “break out of  their bubble 
only for the occasional trip to a writers’ conference, where they hold forth 
on panels conducted in NPR-level murmurs before returning home with 
another tote bag to add to the collection inside the hall closet of  their 
appropriately shabby-genteel Craftsman bungalow. …Our writers, the 
complaint goes, are too cloistered. They sit in their cosseted college towns, 
leading desultory MFA workshops and crafting lapidary stories and poems 
for tiny-circulation journals…”

I don’t know what world the normally astute MacGillis is living in, but in 
my 38 years I’ve never lived in a bungalow, largely because I’m too busy 
writing stuff  rather than working at the sort of  high-paying, full-time 
“normal” jobs that would allow me to inhabit something larger than an 
apartment.

Should I workshop that sentence to make it lapidary?

Despite having broken out of  my own bubble to attend the conference, I 
only attended one AWP panel, and I snuck into that without paying; in fact, 
I didn’t pay for anything. Due to lack of  interest in panels and budgetary 
restrictions, I only went to readings, which were free, and attended the 
book fair on its traditional free day. The bubble I normally inhabit isn’t 
the cloistered academic one to which MacGillis alludes, either. It’s a self-
imposed one designed to help me remain productive. Although I do have 
an MFA and debt, I’ve never taught a college class, and I’ve never received 
grant funding. I would love to do both, but like many writers, I defy 
MacGillis’s stereotype because I live not in academia but in multiple prosaic 
worlds. Many of  us work regular jobs (for me, retail) and have regular 
families (working-class Okie and New York roots), often composed of  
blue-collar people who worry about or question the wisdom of  our literary 
pursuits. And we find time to write when we’re not raising kids, paying rent 
or doing jury duty in that big bubble called America.

MacGillis’s use of  the academic-literary writer archetype does raise 
certain questions for AWP attendees; one I frequently asked myself  as a 
convention-averse person: What can be learned at a conference? For one, 
that those scrambled eggs are powdered, not scrambled, and two, not to 
use passive tense. But besides that?

Certainly not how to write. Hopefully few people come to AWP for that. 
Judging from the panel topics, many come to learn how to sell, and how 
to publish, promote, pitch and submit stories to magazines and books 
to publishers. Those skills can be learned. I learned them all somewhere, 
though not here among the 13,000 attendees. I’m likely not the best person 
to comment on what people learn at AWP. I didn’t interview anyone to find 
out. I’m not going to check figures, either. I’m only here to relay my own 
experience, and it’s not one concerned with craft but revitalization.

When your spirit sags – and it will – and you wonder why you bother with 
this writing thing at all, AWP reminds you: you do it for these people. Not 
to please or make them love you, but because they are your readers, and 
you’re theirs. In a world of  seemingly great indifference, AWP reminds 
writers that people care. Maybe most of  those people fit under a single 
conference center roof  – likely not – but that crowd still numbers enough 
to provide a sensory impression of  the vastness of  America’s readership, 
and to make your efforts feel at least slightly significant. It’s conference 
as a vote of  confidence that independently published books get read and 



magazine subscriptions filled. When rejection has a writer down and you’re 
ready to throw in the proverbial towel because you work your draining day 
job and write in the morning and at night, all the while wondering why you 
still give a shit about the literature we call ‘lit,’ go to AWP. You will care 
again. At least for a little while.

Although many people certainly come to self-promote and make 
“connections” (eyes rolling), the event offers ample opportunity to 
learn, to socialize and to immerse yourself  in the collective enthusiasm. 
As New Yorker Page-Turner editor Sasha Weiss said, AWP feels like 
“a giant reunion of  English majors thrilled to be back at school.” That 
describes most people I met. Even if  traditional publishing and print are 
dying (they’re not), that dire state didn’t darken the mood. Neither did 
the widespread hangovers and sleep deprivation. People were tired and 
besieged but generally pleased to be here. Why wouldn’t they be? Nowhere 
else in America was the written word being celebrated on such a grand 
scale.

I’m sure if  you asked certain literary magazine and university press editors 
about their AWP experience, they’d tell you about fatigue, overeager 
submitters and pushy attendees, and describe a weekend spent with their 
defenses up, talking till their voices cracked. If  you asked many writers 
about their time at the conference, they’d likely recount certain panels they 
attended, interesting people they met, and specific subjects they learned 
or failed to. It’s not that panels and meetings don’t matter. It’s just that I 
didn’t come for those. I was there to hang out. And for an introspective, 
workhorse solitaire like me, that was a much-needed change of  pace.

I’m not a joiner. I didn’t play team sports. I never worked on the school 
paper. I was a gently rebellious, anti-authoritarian skateboarder who grew 
up drawing and reading. Even as a less rebellious adult, when I see a group 
activity like a class reunion or work retreat, alarms sound in my introvert 
brain and I head the opposite direction. I feel the way essayist and novelist 
Leslie Jamison feels when she says, “I became a writer because I’ve always 
enjoyed observing more than being observed. …My worst nightmare had 
always been walking into a room of  strangers and choosing a cluster into 
which to insinuate myself.” Cocktail parties and gallery events unsettle me, 
but after years of  hard, solitary work writing essays and articles and an 
unpublished (and unpublishable) novel, so does the prospect of  spending 
more time alone with my laptop. When it’s your job to stay glued to a desk 
and computer, you start to crave some social interaction with like minds. 
You want to talk about books and writing, or just talk, about anything.

Writing is solitary work. Reading is, too. AWP gathers people who 
understand that, and who understand you, because they share the intense 
interest in the things that we build so much of  our lives around: reading, 
writing, magazines and books. Sports fans can appreciate that. Musicians 
and storm-chasers and car collectors, too. It’s not the particular interest 
so much as the nourishing necessity of  talking to people who share your 
pastimes and profession, and that, at its core, is one of  AWP’s defining 
attractions. You can learn stuff. You can buy stuff. You can also soak in its 
great ocean of  excitement. Too bad many of  us will only see each other 
once a year. It’s not all about selling. It’s also about getting out of  your 
writing room or office to talk and dance and drink (three beers constitutes 
a wild night to many writers) and eat tacos after midnight, and there are few 
things more universal and beautifully human than the need for connection. 
You see it in novels all the time.

Although I still find conferences and the literary academy symptomatic 
of  writing’s compromised immune system, now that I’ve actually attended 
AWP, I can see the importance of  both. MFA programs and AWP are 
filled with more heart than salesmanship. I write hard partly to avoid suits 
and fluorescent-lit offices. I’m not a businessman and never will be. So 
when the escalator was carrying my friend Titi and I up to the convention 
center’s fourth floor book fair on Saturday, I kept asking myself, “Why am 
I here?” The answer arrived moments after arrival. Friends and editors 
who I recognized while walking through the enormous hall all stopped to 

talk: “Steven Church!” “Elena Passarello!” “Justin Alvarez!” “Katherine 
Sullivan!” And in response: “Aaron!” People. Enthusiastic people. My kind, 
my family, my brethren, even the strangers. That’s why I came.

Instead of  thinking, “I’ll never do that again,” I left Seattle thinking, “I 
want to see all these people again, and next time to hang out for longer, 
to get a cup of  coffee and sit,” and that means attending AWP 2015 in 
Minneapolis. In other words: I am a convert. Despite that word’s religious 
overtone, I am not in a literary cult, and AWP is not an insider’s club. I’m 
just more social than I realized, as are many of  us “verbose, bedraggled, 
and socially inept” writer people. We need other people. And these AWPers 
– at the book fair anyway – are my people.

Writers, of  course, specialize in reflection. Leaving AWP, you inevitably 
take stock. Dan Cafaro, publisher of  Atticus Books, said: “AWP brings an 
exhaustion that other industry conferences just can’t match. It must have 
something to do with all the stimulating talk about writing…but it’s not just 
the intellectual collisions; it’s the mutual admiration we share with everyone 
crazy enough to do this thing we do.”

University of  Alabama professor Eric Parker said: “I can’t decide which 
was a more interesting highlight of  AWP, being asked by a TSA agent in 
Seattle if  I do a lot of  hunting and fishing when he saw my Alabama driver 
license, or when the elevator doors opened the first morning in my hotel, 
and there stood my ex-wife and her current husband (whom she had an 
affair with in grad school) on my same floor. I told the TSA agent ‘no,’ and 
I told my ex’s husband, who didn’t recognize me, that he should probably 
step back off  the elevator.”

Like them, my AWP highlights were the people: when a nonfiction writer 
who I love personally and whose writing stirs me came up to me and said, 
“Hey motherfucker, give me a hug.” And when I opened to a random page 
in the 200-plus page AWP catalog and saw my friend and fellow Powell’s 
Books alum Alexis Smith in the ad for Goddard’s graduate creative writing 
program. Alexis and I have come a long way since our days as bookstore 
clerks. The thing is, after you leave AWP, you realize how much further 
you have to go. For many of  us, we have our whole lives to go. That’s an 
exhausting prospect. But there’s always next year’s AWP to revitalize you, 
this collective hug, an expensive nudge rather than a plateau on which to 
camp.

Like the fiction and essays that literary magazines publish, maybe the idea 
of  AWP is something that will never fully reach the general public. It and 
my experience might be insider information best kept within the zoo of  
the convention center. But AWP left me feeling invigorated in too many 
ways to keep to myself. One of  those ways is a renewed commitment to 
the highly uncommercial form of  the essay, and a welcome visit from the 
old feeling of  doing what you love despite saleability. Not that I don’t want 
to sell. I want to make just enough money to quit my day job, but that’s 
such a popular desire that it’s one of  the oldest clichés in the book, as is 
the saying “in the book.” As I drove south from Seattle in my rental car, 
I felt a burden lift from my curmudgeonly mind, a sense that my age-old 
AWP cynicism had been profoundly counteracted by the enthusiasm and 
authenticity of  the people inside the book fair and the writers I heard read 
at various bookstores, bars and house parties. My experience was a thrill 
and a relief. Even in a world of  networking and ambition, where the specter 
of  insularity threatens the durability of  your project, the industry event that 
is AWP offers a very broad reassurance: great people abound.
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